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This ministry paper focuses on the role of the biblical narrative in shaping 
Christian identity. A pilot course, The Story of God, was developed to engage and 
familiarize adults at Christ Presbyterian Church (CPC) in Edina, Minnesota with the 
overarching story of the Bible. The course was designed to present an alternative 
narrative to the secular cultural stories that shape the identities of many attendees in 
seeker-sensitive churches such as CPC. The goal was to encourage participants to find 
their place in God’s story, rooting their identity and purpose in a worldview informed by 
the biblical narrative. 
This paper first examines the context of CPC and the Edina community. The 
theological foundation for the project is then developed through a literature review of key 
sources, a survey of ecclesiology informing CPC and theological reflection upon the 
relationship of the biblical narrative and Christian identity. The twelve-week pilot course 
conducted with fourteen members of the congregation is then described. The course 
presented twelve key themes including: Creation, Fall, Covenant, Exodus, Sinai/Law, 
Conquest, Kings, Exile, Christ, Cross, Church and Eternity. It was taught through 
creative storytelling involving group participation. Props created imaginative settings and 
regular review, reflection and discussion enhanced learning.  
The class was evaluated and results showed that regular participants articulated an 
identity and purpose consistent with a biblical worldview following the class. The 
students were able to order biblical events and reported that interactive storytelling was 
an effective means of engaging them in the story. The sample size and context for the 
pilot course was limited. However, it was determined that The Story of God course could 
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This ministry focus paper concentrates on the importance of the biblical narrative 
in shaping Christian identity. In today’s media-saturated environment, compelling secular 
stories and messages compete with the biblical story for attention. Books, newspapers, 
periodicals, films, audio recordings, radio and television are ubiquitous. Innumerable 
stories and messages are available through handheld computer tablets and smartphones. 
Few of these messages directly tell the story of God and his redemption. All of them have 
the potential to shape values, goals and impact one’s sense of self. 
Until early in the twentieth century, few families in the U.S. owned shelves of 
books or periodicals from which to read. However, they often treasured a family Bible. 1 
For example, my mother-in-law, Elizabeth Kielsmeier, was born in 1914 and raised in 
rural Montana. The family lived without electricity, telephone, radio, television or 
computers. In the evening, her father read stories from the Bible, which would capture 
the children’s imagination. She remembers begging her father to continue reading, as she 
could not wait another day to find out what happened next. She grew up thoroughly 
steeped in the stories of the Bible. In turn, Elizabeth raised her children with a nightly 
ritual of reading Bible stories before bed. Although her children read from a book of 
Bible stories rather than the Bible itself, they too became familiar with the redemptive 
story of God.  
  
                                                
1 Colleen McDannell, The Christian Home in Victorian America, 1840-1900, Religion in North 




George Gallup Jr. and Jim Castelli summarized a recent survey with the following 
words, “Americans revere the Bible—but, by and large, they don’t read it. And because 
they don’t read it, they have become a nation of biblical illiterates.”2 Americans have 
become increasingly unfamiliar with the biblical story. This is largely true of those who 
are seeking membership at Christ Presbyterian Church in Edina, Minnesota where I am 
the membership pastor. 
Christ Presbyterian Church is a seeker-sensitive mega-church located in a wealthy 
suburb of Minneapolis. The congregation is filled with professionals with busy lifestyles 
and a commitment to providing the best for their families. CPC’s professionally produced 
worship services and friendly atmosphere are attractive to those who have not been raised 
in the Church. Sermon series focus on topics that are relevant to the needs and everyday 
lives of those who attend. The church offers many programs for each age and stage of 
life. Families are drawn to popular children and youth ministries, and it is not uncommon 
to find parents following their children to CPC.  
In 2007, CPC participated in the Reveal Spiritual Life Survey (Reveal), developed 
by the Willow Creek Association. The survey found that 59 percent of CPC members 
self-identified as either “Seekers,” discovering Christianity, or “New Believers,” growing 
in Christ. Seekers chose statements such as “I believe in God, but I’m not sure about 
Christ. My faith is not a significant part of my life,” and New Believers chose “I believe 
in Jesus, and I’m working on what it means to get to know him.” The majority of CPC 
members are relatively undeveloped in their Christian identity and faith. 
                                                
2  George Gallup and Jim Castelli, "Americans and the Bible," Bible Review 6:3 (1990) 
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=rfh&AN=ATLA0000824295&site=ehost-live 





As the membership pastor at CPC, I regularly ask new members about their past 
church involvement when they enter membership classes. Almost 40 percent of these 
new members are either un-churched or coming back to Church after a significant period 
away.3 CPC’s grace-filled seeker-sensitive environment allows those who are largely 
unfamiliar with the Christian faith to feel comfortable and included. The church excels in 
attracting unchurched new members, but many find themselves “stalled” in their 
Christian growth due to their busy lives and competing priorities.4  
A critical success factor in fostering spiritual growth according to the Reveal 
study is helping members understand the Bible in depth. The Reveal assessment of CPC 
showed this to be one of CPC’s weakest areas.5 A congregation of relatively new 
Christians with a low level of biblical understanding translates into a church with 
members living in other metanarratives than the one shaped by the Bible.  
TAG Consulting Group was employed by CPC in the fall of 2008 to assess the 
health of the congregation and conduct strategic planning sessions with the senior staff 
and session (church governance board.) The congregation took a second web-based 
survey titled the Transforming Church Index (TCI). TAG consultants conducted focus 
groups and gathered documentation regarding the church’s demographics and history as 
well. The TCI results and focus groups reconfirmed the congregation’s desire for an 
increased emphasis on spiritual growth and biblical teaching. The researchers also 
reported that many members approached CPC from a consumer mindset or entitlement 
                                                
3 Christ Presbyterian Church, "Christ Presbyterian New Member Survey Results," (Edina: Christ 
Presbyterian Church: 2015). 
 






perspective. The power of the secular narrative of consumerism was noted in members 
who come to consume religious goods and services.6 
All people are shaped by and live in some story. This ministry focus paper 
focuses on the importance of the biblical narrative in forming one’s identity and 
worldview as a Christian. Current social theory points to the significance of the formation 
of a personal narrative through which one makes sense of one’s life and identity.7 This 
story speaks to where one has come from and the tribe to which one belongs. 
 Traditionally, as families gathered, stories would be told and retold from one 
generation to the next, reinforcing family values, heritage and identity. Today, Americans 
are largely unfamiliar with the biblical story.8 Their worldview has been formed from a 
fundamentally secular narrative. In an attempt to be relevant to the daily lives of those 
who attend, seeker-oriented churches like CPC often offer a steady diet of topical sermon 
series that focus on the immediate felt needs of the congregation. Biblical passages are 
selected that give insight into these topics. As a result, the worldview of the hearers is not 
challenged, and the biblical story is never presented as an integrated whole. When the 
biblical narrative is not regularly told, the chance to enter into and root one’s identity in 
the story of God and a biblical worldview is missed. Without God’s story, Christians can 
forget who they are, where they have come from, and to whom they belong. 
  
                                                
6 Kevin Ford, Transforming Church Assessment, Christ Presbyterian Church, Edina, Mn (Edina: 
TAG Consulting, 2008), 6.  
 
7 Dan P. McAdams, The Stories we Live by: Personal Myths and the Making of the Self (New 
York: W. Morrow, 1993). 
 




Those who are formed by the biblical narrative and live with a biblical worldview 
know who they are and to whom they belong. They know that God has created them in 
God’s image and that they are deeply valued, loved and part of a story larger than 
themselves. They know that they are fallen sinners and apart from God they can do 
nothing. Yet, God is patient, forgiving and redeeming all who place their trust in him. 
They belong to God, are part of God’s family, recipients of God’s covenant promises and 
have been redeemed and set free from slavery. Their life has a meaning and purpose. 
They are called to work with God through the power of the Holy Spirit in God’s mission 
of redeeming the world. They seek to love God, and to love their neighbor as themselves. 
They know that death does not have the last word, but that life eternal is found in the 
risen Jesus Christ. They look forward to Jesus’ return and the coming of a new heaven 
and earth. Their definition of success is hearing God say, “Well done, good and faithful 
servant.” (Matthew 25:21)9 
The purpose of this ministry focus project is to help students in adult education 
classes at CPC root their Christian identity in God’s grand story that they might know 
who they are, where they have come from and to whom they belong. To achieve this 
purpose, the class is designed to give an overview of the biblical narrative, presenting key 
biblical themes and stories. Class members engage in discussion and reflection regarding 
the meaning of the narrative so they might more fully know and follow the God of Bible. 
Part One of this ministry focus paper describes the context of the Edina area in 
which CPC is located. The demographics, culture and dominant values of the community 
                                                




are explored. The history, values and priorities of CPC are discussed, with attention given 
to how they impact the formation of Christian identity through the biblical narrative.   
Part Two focuses on the biblical and theological foundations that support the 
project. The section begins with a literature review of sources most relevant to the 
ministry challenge. This section then investigates how the Presbyterian tradition upholds 
the importance of Scripture, but often fails to present the biblical narrative as a cohesive 
whole. The contemporary evangelical, seeker-church model, which has influenced the 
culture and preaching at CPC, will also be examined. The importance of engaging with 
biblical stories as a means of shaping individual and communal identity as evidenced in 
Judaism will be presented as an alternative strategy. This section will then propose a 
systematic presentation and engagement with the overall biblical narrative as means of 
encouraging Christian identity. 
Part Three of this paper describes the pilot project that is supported by the 
theological and contextual data. To encourage the formation of Christian identity, an 
adult class that presents an overview of the biblical narrative utilizing biblical storytelling 
is described. The goals, content and target population of the pilot class are identified. 
Consideration is given to the project’s timeline, resource and curriculum development 
and logistics. Finally, an assessment of the project and recommendations for improving 






























CULTURAL LANDSCAPE OF THE EDINA COMMUNITY 
 
This chapter focuses on the cultural landscape of the Edina community in which 
Christ Presbyterian Church is located. The community is stable, affluent, highly educated 
and attracts families with professional working parents. Children are surrounded with 
resources and opportunities and are also expected to achieve and succeed. The result is a 
pressure-filled lifestyle with a myriad of activities and messages competing for precious 
time and attention. An increasingly secular postmodern worldview shaped by secular 
narratives has eclipsed an identity that is shaped by the biblical narrative.1 
 
A Brief History 
 
An inner-ring suburb located southwest of Minneapolis, Edina began as a farming 
and milling community in the 1860s settled by Irish, Scottish and English immigrants. 
Originally part of Richfield Township, Edina was incorporated in 1888. Local Quakers 
and Episcopalians with links to the Underground Railroad had welcomed African-
Americans after the Civil War. Hence, Edina was integrated at the time of incorporation 
                                                
1 Terri Martinson Elton, "The Story We Find Ourselves In: Nurturing Christian Identity in a 




with at least seventeen Black families mixing easily with White residents.2 Ellen and B.C. 
Yancey, an African-American couple, owned a berry and potato farm in Edina. Ellen 
Yancey founded the Edina PTA in the late-1880s and became its first vice president. B.C. 
Yancey was a founding member of the local Grange and served on the village council 
and as justice of the peace. He also was the recorder for the 1888 vote that created the 
village of Edina.3 
This situation changed shortly after World War I when real estate developer 
Samuel Thorpe planned the Country Club District, one of the most prized Edina 
neighborhoods. The area employed a restrictive deed covenant to keep non-Whites from 
living in the area. A restrictive covenant for property in Edina read: 
No lot shall ever be sold, conveyed, leased, or rented to any person other than one 
of the white or Caucasian race, nor shall any lot ever be used or occupied by any 
person other than one of the white or Caucasian race, except such as may be 
serving as domestics for the owner or tenant of said lot, while said owner or ten- 
ant is residing thereon. All restrictions, except those in paragraph 8 (racial 
exclusion), shall terminate January l, 1964.4 
 
Today Edina’s population is 88 percent White, 6 percent Asian, and only 3 percent 
Black.5 
Edina grew rapidly in the 1950s and 1960s and currently is 95 percent developed, 
largely residential and easily accessible with major highways running close to or through 
                                                
2 James W. Loewen, Sundown Towns: A Hidden Dimension of American Racism (New York: 




4 Ibid., 116. 
 
5 U.S. Census Bureau, "U.S. Census Bureau Quickfacts, City of Edina" U.S. Census Bureau 




the city.6 The population has remained quite stable over the past forty years. The 2010 
U.S. Census reported a population of 47,941, with a median age of forty-four years. 
There is a balance of younger adults and families with children alongside an aging 
population. Although the area is stable and continues to attract young families, the 




Edina has a reputation as one of the most affluent communities in the Twin Cities 
metro area. Median household income between 2008-2012 was $84,251 compared to 
$59,126 for the state of Minnesota.8 In the 1960s, the privilege associated with Edina 
residents led to the derogatory name of “cake eaters.”9 Rival teams often use the term 
during sports competitions. However, residents of Edina often also use the term in jest. 
Edina hosts an annual girls hockey tournament named the Cake Eaters Classic. At some 
games, sections of Edina fans have been known to eat cake as a show of support for the 
Edina team.10  
A drive through the neighborhoods in Edina reveals large, well-maintained houses 
and manicured lawns with luxury SUVs and sports cars parked in driveways. It is 
common to see adults jogging or walking dogs along the tree-lined streets. Edina has 
                                                
6 City of Edina, "Historical Contexts Study, City of Edina" City of Edina, 
http://edinamn.gov/index.php?section=heritagecommission_historiccontexts (accessed February 12, 2014). 
 




9 Marci Matson, "Monday Mashup: Edina in C.S.I., Ralph's Shoe Repair and More" Edina 
Historical Society http://www.edinahistoricalsociety.org/blog/monday-mashup-edina-in-csi-ralphs-shoe-






several neighborhoods, each with their own character. The neighborhoods adjacent to 
Minneapolis contain smaller lots than those areas further west. It is a growing trend in 
many of these older neighborhoods to tear down smaller houses to erect larger homes in 
their place. Edina permitted 195 teardowns during 2008-2012, a time when the rest of the 
country was in a severe housing crisis.11  
Residents enjoy convenient shopping, entertainment and cultural events. Edina 
has several shopping centers including Southdale Center, the Galleria and downtown 
Edina, known as 50th & France. Southdale Center was the first indoor and climate-
controlled mall in the country. These shopping centers are filled with high-end shops 
such as Williams-Sonoma and Tiffany & Co., along with boutiques, theaters, yoga 
studios, beauty salons and fashionable eateries. The quality of the shopping and 
entertainment venues draws residents from the broader Twin Cities area.  
 
Civic Pride 
Edina residents tend to be active and engaged in local affairs and the city boasts 
over seventy different community organizations. A magazine quarterly, About Town, 
which highlights current events, places and people in over fifty glossy pages is produced 
and distributed by the city. Edina also claims over forty community parks and 
recreational facilities. State-of-the-art amenities include an art center, nature center, 
aquatic center, senior center and golf courses. Edinborough Park is a climate-controlled 
indoor park that includes a swimming pool, running track, fitness area, playground, 
Greek-style amphitheater and walking paths amidst potted trees and plants. The city 
                                                
11 Editorial, "Edina and Home Teardowns: In Search of Balance," Minneapolis StarTribune 




protects over 1550 acres of land, and outdoor parks provide residents with playgrounds, 
playing fields, tennis and basketball courts, lakes, trails and ice-skating rinks with 
warming houses.12 Edina has two private country clubs as well, providing members with 




The Edina Public School District has been recognized nationally for excellence. 
Six schools in the district have received National Blue Ribbon School honors from the 
U.S. Department of Education, including a popular French-immersion magnet school. 
Edina High School (EHS) was ranked as the top high school in Minnesota and named one 
of the “Best High Schools” in America in 2012 by Newsweek. EHS was among 2 percent 
of schools nationally awarded Gold Medal status for high performance on state 
assessments and college readiness by US News and World Report in 2012. In addition to 
these honors, Sports Illustrated ranked EHS’s athletics program eighth in the nation. 
Edina is ranked number one in the MN State High School League, having won 147 state 
championships. The National Association of Music Merchants (NAMM) Foundation also 
named Edina as the 2012 Best Community for Music Education.13 
Not surprisingly, the percentage of EHS students ready for college-level studies 
was reported to be twice as high as the typical Minnesota high school by the testing firm 
ACT, Inc. Edina students have consistently placed among the top two or three districts in 
the state for reading, math and writing. In 2013, National Merit honors were given to 
                                                
12 City of Edina, "Edina Has Great Parks" City of Edina http://edinamn.gov/index.php?section= 
parks_landing_good (accessed February 10, 2014). 
 
13 Edina Schools, "Edina Public Schools" Edina Public Schools http://www.edinaschools.org/ 




forty-two students, including twelve semifinalists. Children in the Edina school system 
are surrounded with opportunities and resources and expected to attend college. The 
result is a 99 percent graduation rate, with 94 percent pursuing higher education, many of 
which are prestigious universities and colleges.14 
The success of the academic, athletic, arts and youth leadership programs in Edina 
has attracted many young professional families to the community. Living and raising a 
family in this safe and prosperous community is the realization of the American dream 
for many residents. It is common for people who grew up in Edina to return to raise their 
families. Family Circle named Edina in 2009 among the “Top 10 Towns for Families” in 
the U.S.15 America’s Promise Alliance has recognized Edina three times as one of the 
“100 Best Communities for Young People” for excellence in youth leadership and 
nurturing healthy high-achieving students.16  
 
Succeed and Achieve 
 
The importance of achievement and success in the Edina community cannot be 
overstated. Edina has been the hometown of numerous successful athletes, executives and 
professionals. Both young and old feel the pressure to “keep up with the Joneses.” Many 
residents live pressure-filled lifestyles as they work to achieve career and material 
success while raising children to do the same.17 
                                                




16  America’s Promise Alliance, "100 Best Communities for Young People / 2012 Winners" 
America's Promise Alliance http://www.americaspromise.org/Our-Work/100-Best-Communities-for-





Middle and high school students often feel pressure to achieve both academically 
and in extracurricular activities to be accepted into a prestigious university. Students are 
often involved in activities such as student government, community service, sports and 
the arts. Children are tightly scheduled with lessons and activities from a very young age, 
requiring parents to shuttle them to-and-from activities. The result is a stressful lifestyle 
with very little margin and down time for both children and adults.18 
 
Professionals and Families 
 
Edina is populated with well-educated professionals who place a high value on 
education. Over 97 percent have graduated from high school and over 65 percent of the 
residents aged twenty-five and older have achieved a bachelor’s degree or higher. The 
percentage of college graduates is twice that of Minnesota as a whole. Over 26 percent 
have graduate or professional degrees. Not surprisingly, the population is largely 
comprised of those involved in professional and management occupations. Fifty-nine 
percent of working males and 57 percent of the women are in management and 
professional occupations. Fifty-seven percent of Edina women and 74 percent of Edina 
men are in the workforce.19  
Many families are comprised of dual-career couples with both parents spending 
significant time at the workplace. A high number of women with children are in the 
workforce. However, many make an effort to allow one parent to remain at home at least 
                                                                                                                                            
17 Ford. Transforming Church Assessment. 40. 
 
18 John De Graaf, David Wann, and Thomas H. Naylor, Affluenza: How Overconsumption is 
Killing us and how we can Fight Back, Third ed. (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2014). 
 
19 USA.com, "Edina, Mn Income and Careers" USA.com http://www.usa.com/edina-mn-income-




part-time when children are young. Employment of nannies is common in professional 
dual-career families. Many workers commute twenty minutes to get to work and a car is 
needed in most neighborhoods to travel to shopping areas, school and activities.  
In 2008, TAG Consulting, a strategic planning group that works with churches 
and businesses, conducted a demographic study of the six zip codes from which Christ 
Presbyterian draws the majority of members. The first five zip codes are all within the 
city of Edina, but the sixth zip code includes Eden Prairie, an adjacent suburb west of 
Edina. The addition of the Eden Prairie zip code altered the complexion of the 
community context slightly, showing a population that is slightly younger with a higher 
percentage of young professional families. According to this analysis, 82 percent are 
households with children compared to 69 percent of the nation as a whole. This study 




The U.S. Census Bureau has created fifty different lifestyle segments based on 
combinations of demographic, socio-economic and financial data. Households described 
as “Traditional Affluent,” “Educated New Starters” and “Rising Potential Professionals” 
are most prevalent in the six zip code area. Twenty-six percent fall into the segment 
Traditional Affluent. This group is middle-aged, well educated, interested in finding life 
direction, leisure time and retirement opportunities. They are concerned about aging 
parents, social injustice and long-term financial stability. Although they are affiliated 
                                                




with religious organizations, those in the Traditional Affluent category is less likely to 
believe that God is active in daily affairs than the national average. 
 
Educated New Starters 
 Educated New Starters is the second largest segment, including 21 percent of the 
households in the six zip codes. This segment holds twice the number of graduate degrees 
as the national average. They are young and make an income close to the national 
average. Educated New Starters are not as involved in matters of faith compared to the 
country as a whole. They are concerned about companionship, life direction, finding a 
satisfying career and the environment. 
 
Rising Potential Professionals 
Finally, 18 percent are considered Rising Potential Professionals. This segment 
consists of professional white-collar workers whose median household income and per 
capita income is considerably higher than the national average. Most are concerned about 
companionship, finding life direction, a satisfying career and fulfilling marriage. Aging 
parents and social injustice are also of concern. Involvement in one’s faith is close to the 
national average, but belief in God ranks noticeably lower. 
All three of these lifestyle segments show common traits and could be seen to 
represent different generations. They are all interested in healthy relationships and 
searching for deeper meaning, life direction and spiritual significance. Interestingly, they 
are unsure that the Church is a place to find a fulfilling spiritual life. The younger two 
segments Educated New Starters and Rising Potential Professionals show interest in New 




particular religious complexion in the Edina area is different from the country as a whole, 
it is very evident that a sizeable portion of the younger population is interested in 




The influence of the media and ubiquitous marketing in America has fostered a 
culture of consumerism and a sense of entitlement. In recent decades, the American 
Dream has become associated with material gain as an indication of one’s success.21 
Seeking happiness and contentment, many acquire bigger houses, newer cars and 
expensive vacations only to find themselves anxious over rising personal debt. 
“Affluenza,” a portmanteau created from the words “affluence” and “influenza,” was 
made popular by the 1998 Public Broadcasting System special covering the rising 
epidemic of over-consumption in the United States. Authors John De Graaf, David Wann 
and Thomas H. Naylor define affluenza as a “painful, contagious, socially transmitted 
condition of overload, debt, anxiety, and waste resulting from the dogged pursuit of 
more.”22  
 
Lutheran and Catholic Christendom 
Minnesotans who are involved in organized religion are predominantly Christian. 
The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life conducted a survey in 2008 that showed 32 
                                                
21 John De Graaf, David Wann, and Thomas H. Naylor, Affluenza: How Overconsumption is 
Killing us and how we can Fight Back. 
 




percent of the Minnesota population affiliated with Mainline Protestant traditions.23 The 
Lutheran church is unusually large in Minnesota, owing to the historically large number 
of Scandinavian and Germanic immigrants. There are seven Lutheran churches in Edina 
alone, with many more in the surrounding area. The area also has a significant Roman 
Catholic presence with 28 percent adhering to this tradition. Twenty-one percent of 
Minnesotans are Evangelical Protestants and 13 percent claim no religious affiliation.24 A 
Gallup poll taken in 2012 showed that over 33 percent of Minnesotans are non-
religious.25 
Generations of Minnesotans grew up in a culture that assumed some formal 
religious affiliation, regardless of the level of church involvement. In the early and mid-
twentieth century, this assumption prevailed throughout the country. A 1951 survey by 
Gallup showed that only 1 percent of Americans claimed no religious affiliation.26 In 
Minnesota, schools and community events were not scheduled on Wednesday evenings 
or Sunday mornings with the assumption that many of the residents would be involved in 
church-related activities at those times. Many teachers avoided assigning homework for 
Wednesday evening. Sports teams did not schedule games or practice on Wednesday 
evenings or Sunday mornings, although that has been changing in recent years with “ice 
                                                
23 PewResearch, "Religious Landscape Survey" PewResearch http://religions.pewforum.org /maps 




25  Gallup, "State of the States" http://www.gallup.com/poll/125066/State-States.aspx? 
ref=interactive (accessed February 12, 2014). 
 
26 PewResearch, "Religion and Public Life Project" PewResearch http://www.gallup.com 




time” for hockey practice at a premium throughout the area. Today, families are often 
forced to choose between church and sports or other activities.  
 
Declining Church Affiliation 
Increasing numbers of Americans have claimed no religious identity in recent 
years. Pew Research reported that the number of religiously unaffiliated Americans rose 
from just over 15 percent to almost 20 percent in between 2007 and 2012. When asked 
about their religious affiliation, these Americans reported “none,” and hence have 
become known as the “Nones.” Subsequent surveys have shown that that many of the 
“Nones” are religious or spiritual in some way. Twenty-one percent pray daily, 68 
percent believe in God and 37 percent indicate that they are “spiritual” but not 
“religious.”27  
The number of residents who consider themselves spiritual but do not affiliate 
with a particular denomination or religion is a growing trend in the Minneapolis area as 
well. 28  Many couples have married outside their denominational heritage or religious 
background. This creates a quandary when deciding where to worship, what 
denomination with which to affiliate and how to raise children. Many parents are raising 
children with little or no church involvement and religious instruction. For others, 
denominational loyalty has given way to shopping for a church with the worship, 
programs and preaching that best satisfy their needs. Church members often come with a 
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consumer mindset and sense of entitlement regarding how the church might best serve 
them.29 Mega-churches in the Twin Cities area that provide state-of-the-art worship and a 
myriad of programs have flourished while smaller urban neighborhood churches have 
declined dramatically, particularly those associated with the Protestant mainline.30  
 
Media 
The culture in Minnesota, which once supported and assumed church affiliation, 
has given way to a less churched and more secular society. The number of messages that 
a typical American encounters on a daily basis has risen dramatically over the past 
century. Books, newspapers, magazines, films, radio and television proliferated as 
technology developed. More recently, the Internet and social media have escalated the 
number of messages and images that the average Americans encounters on a daily 
basis.31 Many teenagers and most adults in Edina have smart phones with them at all 
times and are within constant reach of media contact. The influence of the media is 
powerful as Americans have come to rely upon it for news, social networking and 
information.  
In traditional societies, messages and narratives from family and community were 
most influential in shaping values, beliefs and identity. In a culture where most 
information came from family and a community closely related to the church or 
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synagogue, biblical narratives helped shape values and identity. Rolf Jacobson writes, 
“The church used to be able to rely on a wide variety of cultural co-tellers who help teach 
the Christian story. These cultural co-tellers used to include the public school system, the 
artists on stage and screen, and the print and radio media. All of those cultural tellers 
have now moved on and no longer support the church in the basic act of telling the 
biblical and Christian story.”32 
As the population in the U.S. became less rural and agricultural and more urban 
and industrialized, Americans were exposed to a diversity of values and narratives. 
Newspapers, radio, schools and television began introducing new viewpoints and voices. 
These broader secular messages began to influence and shape values apart from one’s 
family and tribe. Today people are exposed to a global world through travel and the 
media. Affluent Americans are often able to travel globally, experiencing life in a variety 
of cultures. As church affiliation and attendance has dropped and media consumption 
increased, an identity shaped by an authoritative biblical narrative has given way to an 
increasingly secular worldview.33 
 
Postmodernism 
The Edina community also reflects the larger cultural shift of Western society 
from a modern worldview to an increasingly postmodern outlook. In broad historical 
strokes, the Modern World blossomed through the Enlightenment and Age of Reason and 
continued throughout most of the twentieth century. Reason, science and rational thought 
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were trusted as sources of truth and authority over faith and religion. The optimistic 
promise of the Enlightenment was that scientific knowledge and objective fact would 
result in human progress and peace. Mistrust in the authority of science and reason grew 
when it became clear that technological progress resulted in further mass destruction, 
oppression and human suffering.34 
Postmodernism arose in response to modernity and by 2000, the postmodern 
viewpoint gained influence and prevalence in the affluent West.35 Rather than ascribing 
to the authority of science and reason, credence was given to experience, the voice of the 
other and the locality of truth. The belief that an overarching metanarrative could 
interpret or evaluate other truths was rejected for local truths. In the postmodern 
understanding, truth is relative to the context and community in which a person dwells. 
Consequently, there are many truths since there are many communities.36  
It is common to hear residents in the Edina area reference subjective experience 
rather than objective fact as a source of authority. “That may be true for you, but it is not 
true for me,” is commonly heard. In 2012, Barna Research reported that 64 percent of 
adults in the United States believe that moral truth is always relative to the person or 
circumstances, while 22 percent said it was absolute. Among teenagers, 83 percent 
believe moral truth is relative versus 6 percent who believe it is absolute.37 “Whatever 
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works,” or simply “whatever!” is a commonly used phrase reflecting this sensibility. In 
their search for meaning, postmoderns are open to a litany of voices and the stories and 
the truths of others. Skepticism of absolute truth pertains to religion as well, and while 
one may find meaning and truth in one’s faith tradition, all other religions are equally 
valid. Those who are “spiritual but not religious” often piece together meaning from a 
variety of influences and faiths.38 
 
Post-literacy 
Younger generations have also moved into a post-literate information age. As 
communication formats have changed, learning has also shifted from primarily reading 
and writing to oral and aural forms. A post-literate society values reading and writing but 
generally as it is used in conjunction with other media. Television, radio, phones and 
computers have changed the way people gain and process information. Modern literate 
thinkers tend to value truth as objective fact and knowledge as the accumulation of facts 
and process information in a rational linear fashion. Post-literate learners share 
similarities with preliterate oral learners, valuing personal experience, relationships and 
dynamic truth over linear thinking.39 
Media and culture have the power to shape the worldview, identity and values of 
those steeped in its messages. Secular narratives and values have increasing influence on 
Americans as media consumption continues to rise. As more Americans explore spiritual 
alternatives to Christianity and move away from church affiliation, the influence of 
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church decreases. Also, Americans are becoming increasingly unfamiliar with the biblical 
story and the values and worldview contained therein.40  
                                                














MINISTRY CONTEXT OF CHRIST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
 
This chapter describes the history of Christ Presbyterian Church as it grew from a 
small traditional church to a large evangelical seeker-sensitive church of over 5,000 
members. The priorities and values of the church are discussed, particularly as they 
impact Christian identity and formation through a familiarity with the biblical story.  
Finally, obstacles and opportunities to shape Christian identity in the current postmodern 
context are considered.  
 
A Brief History of Christ Presbyterian Church 
Christ Presbyterian Church began as a church plant of the Presbytery of 
Minneapolis in the mid-1950s, during a period of rapid population growth when many 
families moved to the western suburbs. A small group of residents gathered to discuss 
and plan during the summer of 1955, and in September of that year held their first 
worship service at a local school. On May 13, 1956, the Presbytery held a service of 
organization and 131 charter members officially joined the newly established 
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“Presbyterian Church in Edina.” Eventually, the name of Christ Presbyterian Church was 
chosen in acknowledgment of Christ, the cornerstone of the Church.1  
The fledgling church acquired a hillside property along Normandale Road in 
Edina, unaware that this land would soon be strategically placed at the intersection of two 
major highways. Roger Anderson was called and installed as CPC’s first pastor. 
Groundbreaking ceremonies for the first church building were held on the frigid Sunday 
of December 6, 1956. The church grew rapidly, and in the autumn of 1957 a second 
Sunday morning service was added. By 1960, a new building committee was formed to 
expand the original facility and acquire adjacent land. Thirty-two years later in 1988, the 
founding pastor retired. At that point, CPC had another building expansion underway 
with plans for a sanctuary that seated 400. CPC had become one of the largest 
Presbyterian churches in the area with over 1700 members.2 
 
Mainline to Evangelical 
Anderson was educated at Yale Divinity School and came to CPC with 
remarkable gifts for ministry. He was high energy and extremely personable, 
remembering names and the personal history of members as well as visitors. The ruling 
elders on the first CPC session (church governance board) held a range of theological 
viewpoints, from Universalist to Fundamentalist. Anderson was orthodox in belief, but at 
that point had little exposure to the vibrancy of an evangelical expression of Christianity. 
In the early years, he focused his ministry on building relationships and mission outreach 
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rather than theological unity. As he prepared sermons and ministered to others, 
Anderson’s faith grew increasingly Christ-centered and Spirit-filled. Sermons became 
biblically focused and heartfelt prayer was a common part of pastoral visits. In time, 
graduates from Fuller and Bethel Seminaries were installed as associate pastors, and the 
tenor became more evangelical. Members whose theological understanding was more 
progressive continued to call CPC home, but the leadership of the church became more 
unified in an orthodox evangelical Christian faith.3  
John Crosby was installed as the second senior pastor in 1989, a position that he 
holds today. The tenure of CPC’s two longstanding senior pastors points to the vibrancy 
of their ministry and health of the congregation. Under the leadership of Crosby, CPC 
experienced several periods of explosive growth in membership, ministries and facilities.  
 
Seeker-Sensitive Worship 
The young senior pastor had a winsome preaching style that appealed to seekers 
and longtime members alike.4 Sermons featured stories and relevant applications. A 
contemporary worship style service was added to Sunday morning. Contemporary music 
had already been part of the CPC landscape since the early 1980s. However, it was 
instituted on Wednesday evenings during the summer months as an alternative to Sunday 
morning. The leadership of CPC began to attend conferences in the late-1990s at Willow 
Creek Community Church in Barrington, IL, which modeled a seeker-sensitive approach 
to church growth. Seeker-friendly worship made a profound impact upon the culture of 
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Sunday mornings at CPC. The language, bulletins, liturgy and sermons were crafted with 
the assumption that visitors were unfamiliar with the Presbyterian culture. As a result, 
participation grew rapidly across the range of worship styles. 
 
Explosive Growth 
The three services on Sunday mornings in CPC’s 400-seat sanctuary soon become 
uncomfortably cramped. Members were required to park off-site and catch shuttle buses 
to the church. Adult education classes were moved to a local school. The need for 
expanded facilities, including classrooms and a larger sanctuary, was evident to all. The 
membership united around a building commitment, which was made during CPCs 
fortieth anniversary celebration in 1996. The beautiful versatile sanctuary opened for 
worship on Easter in 1999, seating close to 1000. New classrooms, a choir room, 
fellowship space, elevators, a bookstore and an industrial kitchen were added as well. 
CPC’s new church facility brought increased energy and additional growth. In 2000, 
CPC’s average worship attendance had grown to 1650 and membership to 3500.5 
 
Presbyterian Relationships 
In 1977 the local presbytery was redistricted, and CPC became a member of the 
Presbytery of the Twin Cities Area (PTCA). Engagement with the governing presbytery 
has been weak on the part of CPC leaders throughout the church’s history. In the early 
years, Roger Anderson was reticent to sign public policy statements and engage in 
presbytery politics. CPC leaders felt increasingly disconnected on theological issues as 
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well as policy designed to address the needs and issues of smaller churches. In the early-
2000s, the session encouraged John Crosby to engage in conversation with other 
evangelical leaders in the Presbyterian Church (USA) to explore alternatives to what was 
seen as a dysfunctional relationship with a dying denomination. Crosby’s leadership was 
instrumental in the creation of the Fellowship of Presbyterians in 2011, formed to support 
“churches and individuals who are committed to building flourishing congregations who 
make disciples of Jesus Christ.” The first meeting of the “Fellowship” took place close to 
CPC and was attended and supported by CPC staff and leadership.6  
A new Presbyterian denomination was formed in early 2012 named ECO: A 
Covenant Order of Evangelical Presbyterians. The Minneapolis Star Tribune erroneously 
reported that Crosby would serve as president of a “Presbyterian splinter group” which 
was “not happy with the denomination's move last year to allow for openly gay and 
lesbian clergy to serve in the church.”7 This report was a huge surprise to the entire 
congregation, including John Crosby. Moving from the PC(USA) had been discussed for 
over two decades previous to the vote changing ordination standards. Crosby had signed 
papers required for the incorporation of ECO as the interim president, but this was titular. 
The impetus behind a denominational move to ECO included simplified governance, a 
network of vibrant, supportive relationships and an orthodox core theology. Issues 
surrounding property ownership, the development of young pastors and future succession 
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planning were also a concern.8 CPC formally moved from the PC(USA) to ECO in May 
2015 after negotiating terms of dismissal with the local presbytery. 
Today, average attendance at weekend services is 1800 with a membership of 
5200. Four services are conducted each weekend. Contemporary worship is offered on 
Saturday evening at 5:15 PM and again at 11 AM on Sunday morning. The Sunday 9:30 
AM service is traditional with a robed choir, liturgy and hymnody. The “Table at CPC” 
on Sunday evenings was created to appeal to members in their late teens and twenties. 
 
Staff and Ministries 
 
The staff includes thirty-nine full-time and fifty-nine part-time staff, which 
includes childcare workers for on-site staff daycare. There are currently six ordained 
pastors, four of whom are Presbyterian, one Baptist and one is ordained through the 
Evangelical Church Alliance, a non-denominational organization. Five of the six pastors 
are male and one is female. Two staff women recently graduated from seminary with 
Master of Divinity degrees and are exploring ordination in the Covenant Church. 
Ordination has not been regarded as a credential required to lead worship at CPC. 
Leaders who are not ordained have baptized and celebrated the Lord’s Supper in worship 
services and have used the title “pastor.” This is unusual for a Presbyterian church and 
had caused some tension with the local presbytery. 
The size and complexity of the staff and church operations led to the addition of 
an executive pastor in 2003. This role involves the oversight of the program and 
operational staff, excluding the senior pastor. Executive pastors at CPC have come from 
                                                




business backgrounds and have not been required to hold a theology degree. John 
Mitchell, the current executive pastor, has a law degree and was hired from within the 
congregation. He comes from a successful management consulting business for health 
organizations. The addition of an executive pastor has allowed the senior pastor the time 
needed for sermon preparation and issues related to the denomination and future of CPC. 
Senior staff leaders meet twice monthly as the “Coordinating Team” to discuss 
and coordinate events and programs. This group includes the executive and senior pastor 
as well as the heads of congregational care, music, creative worship, family ministry, 
youth ministry, children’s ministry, adult ministry, the Table, international and domestic 
missions, deacon ministries, membership, operations, and communications. This team is 
also instrumental in setting policy and direction for church-wide events. A smaller 
executive team meets periodically to for on-going strategic planning. The larger CPC 
staff meets twice a month as well for encouragement and to connect, pray, celebrate and 




The session is the governing body of the church. Sixteen ruling elders are elected 
to serve two consecutive terms of two years each. The elders are installed in classes of 
four each year. The session is carefully balanced regarding gender and contains younger 
and older members, although the majority is middle-aged. The senior pastor serves as the 
moderator of the session and the ruling elders serve as trustees of the corporation with 
fiduciary responsibility for the church’s licensure with the state of Minnesota. The 
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session has three committees including finance, personnel and governance. Usually, the 




An accepting atmosphere and an emphasis on the grace of God allows newcomers 
to feel at home. CPC deliberately avoids endorsing political and social stances from the 
pulpit. Contentious issues are not buried, however. Forums on a variety of issues, 
including human sexuality, race, abortion, war, and the conflict in the Mideast have 
drawn large numbers but are offered outside of the worship context. Christian 
understanding from a variety of viewpoints is presented at these forums. An on-going 
group named “Living in the Tension” brings together those with differing views on 
human sexuality to hear one another’s stories.  
Crosby has served on the board of World Vision International since the 1990s, 
which has allowed him to travel widely into areas of conflict and need. Paul Tshihamba, 
CPC’s mission pastor, was raised in Congo as well as the United States, and brings 
cultural sensitivity and insight into the global church. As a result, CPC has benefitted 
from exposure to global perspectives on a variety of issues and needs. CPCs mission 
partnerships are strategic and effective in building the Kingdom and instituting change. 
Several dozen “Go! Trips” are offered each year through which both youth and adults 
have entered into ministry outside their local context.  
 
Christian Faith is a Spiritual Journey 
CPC uses the metaphor of a spiritual journey to describe the Christian faith rather 
than a one-time decision. When CPC was founded, the Presbyterian tradition of a “big 
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tent” was in place. Partially due to these factors, the congregation has consistently held a 
fairly broad spectrum of theological understanding. CPC chooses to focus on the 
redemptive work of Jesus Christ over issues that can divide the congregation. Also, 
CPC’s identity is more clearly affiliated with Christ than the denomination. Those who 
choose to join CPC are asked to claim publically Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
They are also asked to follow and serve him as a faithful disciple. As a result, much of 
the teaching in membership class focuses on the work of God through Christ and what it 
means to enter into a relationship with him. 
 
Building Reflects Theology 
Christ Presbyterian Church is a successful mega-church with Presbyterian roots. 
However, those who enter the building would have very few clues to the denominational 
affiliation. CPC’s beautiful building is clearly a church, however. The largest of three 
steeples is visible from a long distance, standing seventy feet tall and 140 feet above the 
ground. Two smaller steeples crown the original sanctuary and chapel. Upon entering the 
main doors, one encounters a large open room called the “Great Room,” which was the 
former sanctuary. A bookstore, welcome center, signage and comfortable conversational 
seating create an inviting atmosphere. A modern sculpture of the Last Supper adorns one 
wall and a massive thirty-foot free-hanging cross hovers over the main doors. A large 
cross is also the central focus of the sanctuary, symbolizing our Christ-centered worship. 
One encounters a grace-filled Christ-centered vibrant expression of faith, with little 
reference to Presbyterianism during worship services. 
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Visitors to CPC are often amazed at the level of activity in the building, most of 
which is ministry related. However, many community groups such as Alcoholics 
Anonymous and the Boy Scouts also use the space when it is available. The building 
itself sits at the intersection of two major highways upon over seven acres of land. Cars 
are in the parking lot from early morning until late in the evening every day of the week. 
The building contains roughly 165,000 square feet, yet on Wednesday evenings 
programming is so full that some of middle school small groups meet in stairwells and 
even closets. The high school ministry has decentralized and moved off-site and into area 
homes on Wednesday evenings to ease the situation. 
 
Attractional Programs 
Several CPC programs are extremely popular in the Edina community and have 
been partly responsible for the continued growth of the congregation. According to 
CPC’s church records, over 700 students are involved in the high school ministry, over 
half of which are non-members.9 Also, many Edina students come with their friends to 
the ninth grade “Commitment Class.” This yearlong program is an alternative to 
confirmation, which many mainline congregations require of young adolescents before 
they join the church as full members. Commitment Class draws roughly 150 students 
yearly, and a significant number of the parents follow the lead of their children and join 
the church as well.10 
                                                






The children’s ministry at CPC is a big draw for families with younger children. 
Wednesday evening programming includes choirs, clubs and service activities involving 
250 youngsters in kindergarten through fifth grade. Roughly 50 percent of the 
Wednesday evening students are not CPC members but come due to the quality of the 
programs. On the weekends, programming for children six weeks of age through sixth 
grade involves over 800 children, representing approximately 440 families.11   
In addition to the children’s and student ministries, CPC draws close to 100 
mothers during the week through “Mom’s Morning” which provides fellowship, 
childcare and support. Seventy mothers attend “Moms of Teens.” Over 30 percent of 
these groups are comprised of nonmembers. Bible Study Fellowship meets on Tuesday 
morning drawing 500 women and their preschool children. Seventy-three of these women 
are CPC members while the rest are from the community at large. Eighty-two CPC 
members attend Community Bible Study, which draws close to 600 people every 
Monday evening. Both of these Bible study programs utilize every available meeting 
space in the building in addition to the sanctuary.12  
In 2013, 1300 people were involved in classes, small groups, communities and 
Bible studies at CPC. The church has over ninety small groups, most of which meet off-
site in homes. Bible study classes are offered throughout the week at the church and are 
open to the public. Seven larger communities meet at the church on Sunday mornings. 
These communities reflect different ages and stages of life and involve between thirty 
and eighty people each. The communities are supported with teachers and curriculum. 
                                                





However, the leadership and fellowship are lay-driven. Adult classes on Wednesday 
evening are scheduled to coincide with the children’s programs. These classes focus on 
family and parenting issues, current issues and Bible study.13 
 
Demographics of Congregation 
CPC has participated in two congregational surveys in recent years. Both of these 
surveys were web-based and voluntary in nature. Although they were designed to 
measure slightly different things, both revealed similar areas of strength in CPCs 
ministry, as well as weaknesses needing attention. The Reveal Spiritual Life Survey, 
developed through Willow Creek Community Church in Barrington, IL was administered 
to 984 CPC members in 2007 and results were tabulated in January of 2008. Later in 
2008, the congregation was again surveyed through the Transforming Church Index 
(TCI). TCI was developed and administered by TAG Consulting, a group that works with 
congregations on church health. 
The Reveal Spiritual Life Survey (Reveal) focused on how well churches foster 
spiritual growth among its members. CPC’s results were then compared to survey results 
of over 420 churches around the country. Results showed that levels of income and 
education were high and racial diversity was very low, which was consistent with the 
larger Edina community. The percentage of CPC families with children under eighteen 
years of age in the home was reported at 46 percent. The vibrancy and considerable 
strengths of CPC were also highlighted in the Reveal results, including excellence in  
  
                                                




missions and the church’s ability to serve and make a difference both in the local and 
global community, the quality of CPC’s worship services, pastoral care and student 
ministries.14  
This ministry focus paper addresses a need for CPC members to root their 
Christian identity in the biblical narrative. Therefore, survey results that highlight the 
need for biblical literacy will be focused upon in this paper. However, the emphasis upon 
this need does not negate the significant ways in which God’s Spirit is changing lives at 
and through CPC’s ministries. 
 
A Congregation of Seekers 
The following figure was included in the 2008 Reveal Spiritual Life Survey report 
for Christ Presbyterian Church. The arrows indicate how CPC compared to a sample of 
118,000 surveys from 420 churches in the United States. The two arrows pointing up in 
the “Exploring Christianity” category indicates that the response is 50 percent greater 
than the total sample. The single downward arrow in the “Christ-centered” category 
indicates that the response is 20 percent lower than the total sample. 15 
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Figure 1. CPC Spiritual Growth Continuum 
 
 
Source: "Reveal Spiritual Life Survey Results: Christ Presbyterian Church,"  (Willow Creek Association, 
2008) p. 13. 
 
Reveal showed that CPC attracted over 50 percent more people who are exploring 
Christianity than the other churches surveyed. Seventeen percent of CPC members taking 
the survey fell into the Exploring Christianity group, which is quite large. They chose the 
following statements to characterize their faith; “I believe in God, but I’m not sure about 
Christ. My faith is not a significant part of my life.” Forty-two percent of the respondents 
indicated they were beginning to grow in their walk with Christ. This Growing in Christ 
group chose the following statements; “I believe in Jesus, and I’m working on what it 
means to get to know him.” Interestingly, the number of people who indicated they had 
been attending less than five years was below the sample church average. With 59 
percent of the congregation falling in the first two categories on the spiritual growth 
continuum, it appeared that CPC was excellent in attracting seekers and introducing 
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people to Jesus Christ, however, many remained in these early stages of faith 
development for years.16 
The third of the four categories on the Reveal spiritual growth continuum is titled 
Close to Christ and is characterized by the statement; “I feel really close to Jesus and 
depend on him daily for guidance.” The number in this group fell at 27 percent. The most 
mature group in the continuum are Christ-Centered and are characterized by the 
statements; “My relationship with Jesus is the most important relationship in my life. It 
influences everything I do.” Only 14 percent claimed to be mature in their faith or Christ-
centered.17 CPC is skewed heavily toward seekers and new believers with a higher 
percentage of members who are still exploring than those who are fully committed. 
Reveal found that those who want to grow spiritually desire a church that 
challenges them to grow and encourages them to take next steps, as well as a church that 
helps them to understand the Bible in depth. The authors encouraged all churches to “hit 
it out of the park” when it comes to these two areas.18 Results showed that 50 percent of 
those who took the survey felt CPC challenged them to grow spiritually, and 46 percent 
felt the church helped them to understand the Bible in depth.19 
A large percentage of members also showed a relatively low agreement with key 
beliefs related to God’s love including the authority of the Bible, a personal God and 
one’s identity in Christ. As one might expect, percentages rose along the spiritual growth 
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continuum. An average of 29 percent of the respondents strongly agreed with the 
statement “I believe the Bible has decisive authority over what I say and do.” Thirty-four 
percent strongly agreed with the statement “I exist to know, love and serve God,” 
indicating their identity in Christ. Fourteen percent of the respondents reported that they 
read the Bible daily.20 These percentages indicate an opportunity for growth in the areas 
of biblical understanding as well as growth in Christian identity among those who 
regularly attend CPC. 
 
Obstacles to Spiritual Growth 
A busy lifestyle also affected the ability of many in respondents to prioritize their 
spiritual growth over competing demands for time and energy. A higher than average 
percentage felt they were “stalled” in their walk with God. Of those who are stalled, 75 
percent identified the reason behind this as a “lack of priority” and 55 percent identified 
“time and energy conflicts.” Interestingly, those who indicated they were not stalled also 
found these two things to be a barrier to their growth. Reveal researchers have found that 
increased involvement in church activity and programs does not necessarily produce 
spiritual growth.21 Apparently churches are full of people who are funneled through 
programs, yet they are not being shaped into the image of Christ. Rather than adding 
more activity to busy schedules, strategically utilizing the times people are already 
engaged at CPC would be key to promoting and cultivating spiritual growth.  
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21 Greg L. Hawkins, Cally Parkinson, and Eric Arnson, Reveal: Where Are You? (Barrington, IL: 
Willow Creek Resources, 2007), 33-38. 
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Encouraging Spiritual Growth 
In response to the survey results, CPC’s leadership proposed two key 
commitments in 2008. The first was to encourage biblical understanding and reflection 
from the pulpit. A yearlong series on 100 key passages in the Bible was launched in the 
fall of 2008, and the congregation was encouraged to read selected passages weekly. 
Study questions were provided for small groups, individuals and families. Adult classes, 
small groups, children’s programs and student ministries also coordinated their 
curriculum so that everyone in the church studied the same passages at key times of the 
year. Congregants were encouraged to bring their Bibles to worship and to highlight 
passages. The congregation responded with great enthusiasm.  
After the 100 key passages concluded in 2009, the majority of the sermon series 
have been topical or thematic. The authority of Scripture is highly regarded at CPC and 
sermons are biblically based. A book of the Bible may be the focus of a sermon series, 
but most often Bible passages are selected in reference to the topic at hand. CPC worship 
services do not contain a separate reading of the Scripture passage before the sermon. 
Instead, passages or individual verses are woven into the sermon message. 
 
Transforming CPC 
A second survey, The Transforming Church Index (TCI), was administered to 779 
respondents from CPC in late September and early October of 2008. TAG Consulting 
generated the survey results and included demographic information on the congregation 




areas including local and global missions, church management, leadership and CPC’s 
location and facilities. CPC also ranked very high in innovation and creativity, worship 
and ministry programming.  
In addition to the TCI, Kevin Ford from TAG conducted focus groups with 
various segments of the church population. In the executive summary of the 
Transforming Church Assessment for Christ Presbyterian Church, MN, Ford highlighted 
several issues and obstacles to address. He found that members were not connected to a 
shared vision of the future. Many are happy to leave the ministry to the professional staff 
while those who wanted to be involved expressed difficulty finding a place to use their 
gifts and talents.  
Ford found that every focus group articulated a desire to see a greater emphasis 
put upon spiritual growth. The congregation resonated with the metaphor of a spiritual 
journey and permission to be at different places on that path. However, there was no clear 
understanding of what the Christian journey entailed. Knowledge of an intended path to 
spiritual growth was lacking, as well as a common language of what is involved in the 
Christian life.22 
TAG Consulting found that successful seeker churches that lack an emphasis on 
spiritual growth and a clear model of discipleship often foster a consumer culture. The 
consultants wrote, “criticisms of ministry programming at CPC among focus group 
                                                




participants were largely framed from a consumer, or entitlement, perspective.” Criticism 
focused on the church not doing more to meet their needs or the needs of their children.23 
 
Strategic Planning 
TAG consultants continued to work with the senior leaders and the session on 
strategic planning. Values and a new mission statement were developed as well as three 
top goals. There was discussion on how to align ministry efforts and resources to support 
the goals. A plan was beginning to develop and the importance of articulating a clear path 
of discipleship was top on the list. The next year the leadership piloted a web-based 
discipleship tool named Monvee24with the church elders, deacon board, staff and selected 
small groups. The Monvee tool promised a customized a path of discipleship for each 
member based on his or her spiritual wiring and learning style. The pilot groups read The 
Me I Want to Be by John Ortberg and watched videos that were released in conjunction 
with the Monvee tool. 25 Unfortunately, upon taking the Monvee assessment and using the 
discipleship tool, the pilot groups found it less helpful in fostering spiritual growth than 
the leadership of CPC had hoped. Consequently, the initiative was abandoned. Since that 
time denominational issues have further diverted the attention, time and energy of the 
leadership from the issue of discipleship. 
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24 Monvee, "Monvee; the Future of Spiritual Formation" http://beta.monvee.com /UI/Home.aspx 
(accessed July 8, 2015). 
 





CPC’s mission statement is: “Inspiring All Generations to Follow Jesus, Love 
Others and Live Missionally.” The mission statement is frequently used, and many 
members can recite it and explain what it means. CPC Life, the church’s monthly  
magazine, is segmented into sections based on the categories of Following Jesus, Loving 
Others, and Living Missionally. Care is taken to include the voices all generations in 
publications as well.  
CPC is blessed in that it has a healthy community of members that range from 
newborns to those nearing 100 years of age. Although there is priority put upon children, 
youth and young adults, all generations are valued, resourced and encouraged to make a 
difference in the Kingdom. Hence, CPC’s mission is to “Inspire all generations to follow 
Jesus.” Following Jesus involves action, sacrifice and obedience, holding up the ideal of 
moving beyond church attendance, acquiring head knowledge or pursuing uplifting 
spiritual experiences. “Loving others” includes both those inside and outside the 
congregation. Loving the outsider, the enemy and those who are difficult also requires 
initiative and sacrifice. “Living Missionally” was a concept that needed to be explained to 
many unfamiliar with the word. It is explained as living for Jesus and seeking to build the 
kingdom of God in all of one’s life, whether at school, home, work, volunteering in a 
homeless shelter or on vacation. 
  
Core Values 
 The core values of the church were articulated during the strategic planning 
process with the TAG consultants. Care was taken to distinguish between CPC’s actual 
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values and those to which CPC aspires. CPC’s seven core values include authentic 
community standing on grace; investing in kids and students; rallying to care and pray for 
those in need; taking bold risks for God’s Kingdom; sharing stories that inspire our 
future; welcoming all wherever they are on the journey; and reliance on scriptural 
authority. The leadership has found that there are too many values to be remembered 
easily, and consequently they are not often used in planning or when articulating the 
church’s identity. They do express the high value of CPC on a caring, grace-filled, and 
welcoming community. The church has a very strong congregational care ministry with 
four pastoral care pastors and a large cadre of trained lay ministers. State-of-the-art 
family, youth and children’s ministries are seen as a priority and undergirded with 
resources, energy and staff. It is not uncommon for a teenager to be transformed through 
their involvement in student ministry and open the door for the involvement of their 
parents and family. 
CPC loves to make bold moves for God’s Kingdom, particularly through mission 
activities. The congregation raised and gave away two million dollars in celebration of 
CPC’s sixtieth anniversary in May of 2006. One million was given to build a ministry 
center in Congo and a second million went to a ministry project in urban Minneapolis. 
The leadership loves to set high goals and members are eager to meet them. For example, 
the congregation packed over five million meals to send overseas and sponsored 1500 
orphans in Rakai, Uganda, an area considered to be the birthplace of AIDS.26 CPC now 
partners with a community in Zambia, sponsoring more children, building schools, 
providing health care, pastoral support and material needs. The mission budget of  
                                                
26 Christ Presbyterian Church records, 2000-2015. 
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$400,000 is divided between fourteen international and thirteen domestic ministry 
partners. Special offerings to mission projects total 240,000; an amount that does not 
include sponsorship of children by CPC members.  
In addition to significant mission involvement, bold moves are also part of life 
within the congregation. A separate worshipping community named the Upper Room was 
launched in 2001, nurtured and then released to a new location in 2009. Vibrant 
postmodern worship with experiential elements caused the community to grow rapidly 
under the leadership of the CPC’s former student ministry director. Close to 2000 people 
attended on Sunday evenings in 2008. 
The stated value of authentic community speaks of an accepting environment that 
allows people to be real. Pastors and leaders at CPC are unafraid to admit failures and 
challenges in life in their messages. Authenticity is a value that gives visitors and 
members permission to be who they are, rather than putting on a “church face.” Finding a 
sense of community is often a challenge for newcomers. The church is very large with a 
myriad of groups and activities, causing many to feel overwhelmed in finding a place to 
belong. 
Sharing stories of grace is a value that is articulated most often through CPC’s 
magazine, CPC Life. Stories of how God has transformed lives of members are also 
shared regularly in adult classes, membership class, small groups, men’s and women’s 
events and on video in worship services. Many at CPC have found these stories to inspire 
faith as they witness how God has been active in the lives of ordinary human beings who 
struggle with the same issues they face. One might regard CPC as a ‘story-friendly’ 
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congregation that is more familiar with contemporary stories of God’s faithfulness than 
they are with the biblical story. 
 
State-of-the-Art Worship Services 
A visitor to CPC would also notice that excellence in programming, facilities and 
worship is a very high value. Worship is professionally produced at CPC. The church 
recently hired a theologically trained creative director to help plan and coordinate various 
aspects of weekend services. Technical and graphic artists on staff produce slides, images 
and videos and services are planned down to the minute. Sermons are supported with 
coordinated messaging on the website, in publications, bulletins and posters throughout 
the building. The worship minister and two contemporary worship leaders provide 
direction for the various choirs and bands. Professional musicians and a massive organ 
support traditional choirs and hymnody. 
The senior pastor determines the topics of the sermon series with input from the 
creative director and a few others. The co-directors of the Table service are consulted to 
coordinate messaging across the weekend services. The senior pastor preaches most often 
and also determines who will fill the pulpit when it is available. Speaking ability is 
prioritized when choosing preachers. Most associate pastors are asked to preach twice 
each year. Articulate young staff members are also asked to preach, including the 
directors of the Table and Director of Student Ministries. In part, these voices are lifted 
up to familiarize the congregation with the leadership of the Table, a young adult service 
that meets on Sunday evenings. There also appears to be a desire to foster professional 
growth and keep young talent on staff. 
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One might characterize CPC as an “attractional” mega-church that draws many 
through its professional worship and programming. Close to 60 percent of the 
congregation is still exploring or just beginning a walk of faith. Many struggle to 
prioritize spiritual growth due to conflicting demands and pressures. Many members 
remain spiritually immature for years despite sermons that are biblically based. A deeper 
understanding of the Bible and familiarity of God’s story of redemption can encourage 

































Key sources relevant to the development of a theological foundation for the final 
project are reviewed in this chapter. The first section focuses on the role and importance 
of Scripture within the Reformed Tradition. The second section reviews both Christian 
and secular sources which highlight the importance of story in the formation of identity.  
The third section highlights sources on biblical storytelling and the postmodern context.   
 
Theology, Scripture and the Biblical Narrative 
Two sources are surveyed on the role and importance of the Scripture in the 
Christian life in general and the Reformed context in particular. The classic work of 
Reformed theologian John Calvin, The Institutes of the Christian Religion, is included 
with a focus on Book One. Story Theology, by Terrance W. Tilley, provides a theological 
understanding of the biblical narrative’s role in providing the content of our Christian 







John Calvin: Institutes of the Christian Religion, Book One 
Book One of Calvin’s classic work is also titled The Knowledge of God the 
Creator. Calvin maintains that without the knowledge of self, there is no knowledge of 
God. Likewise, without knowledge of God, there is no true knowledge of self. He states, 
“no one can look upon himself without immediately turning his thoughts to the 
contemplation of God, in whom he ‘lives and moves’ (Acts 17:28).”1 In the same 
manner, one is unable to achieve a clear knowledge of one’s self “unless he has first 
looked upon God’s face, and then descends from contemplating him to scrutinize 
himself.”2 One comes to know oneself in the light of God’s glory and majesty.3 
Calvin asserts that although God is revealed through the natural world in a general 
way to all of humankind, it is only through the light of God’s Word that one might know 
the identity of the Creator. Scripture is likened to spectacles through which one more 
clearly sees the true God. Confused understanding of God is displaced through the 
illumination of Scripture.4 
Calvin also likens Scripture to hearing the living words of God from heaven.  He 
writes, “Now daily oracles are not sent from heaven, for it pleased the Lord to hallow his 
truth to everlasting remembrance in the Scriptures alone (cf. John 5:39). Hence, the 
Scriptures obtain full authority among believers only when men regard them as having 
                                                
1 Jean Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, vol. 1, in The Library of Christian Classics, ed. 
John T. McNeill, trans. Ford Lewis Battles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960), I.i.1. 
 
2 Ibid., I.i.2. 
 
3 Ibid., I.i.3. 
 





sprung from heaven, as if there the living words of God were heard.”5 The credibility of 
Scripture does not come from rational proofs or a decree of the Church according to 
Calvin, but rather from the witness of the Holy Spirit. Scripture is self-authenticating, and 
the Spirit’s testimony is its highest proof. According to Calvin, “the testimony of the 
Spirit is more excellent than all reason.”6 It is the Holy Spirit that confirms to the believer 
that Scripture is God’s word. Scripture provides information about God, but a saving 
knowledge of God involves faith granted through the power of the Holy Spirit. Calvin 
asserts, “Scripture will ultimately suffice for a saving knowledge of God only when its 
certainty is founded upon the inward persuasion of the Holy Spirit.”7  
Finally, Scripture is the light of truth that keeps believers from going astray and 
turning to superstition and wrong doctrine. Calvin warns against the foolishness and error 
of those who have forsaken Scripture and rely upon other means of reaching God. 
Illumination is given through the Scriptures with the aid of the Spirit. Calvin writes, “The 
Word is the instrument by which the Lord dispenses the illumination of his Spirit to 
believers. For they know no other Spirit than him who dwelt and spoke in the apostles, 
and by whose oracles they are continually recalled to the hearing of the Word.”8 
Much of theological foundation of the Reformed tradition has its historical roots 
in Calvin’s writing and theology. Two concepts in Book One of Calvin’s Institutes are of 
particular relevance to the role of the biblical narrative in shaping Christian identity. 
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According to Calvin, one comes to know one’s self through the knowledge of God. One’s 
identity is intimately bound to that of the Creator. Secondly, a true saving knowledge of 
God is revealed through Scripture by the illumination of the Spirit. It is through Scripture 
that one more clearly sees the true God and kept from error. Hence, the importance of the 
biblical narrative is vital to both our knowledge of God and one’s identity.  
Calvin states, “no one can look upon himself without immediately turning his 
thoughts to the contemplation of God.” In this author’s experience, Calvin’s assertion is 
not universally true. The worldview to which one ascribes informs one’s understanding 
of God. Hence, those who hold to a worldview of scientific naturalism do not 
immediately contemplate God as creator and sustainer when considering their origin or 
life. One’s understanding of God is informed by one’s worldview and cultural story. 
Calvin’s assertion that one only comes to a clear understanding oneself in light of who 
God is, or after having first “looked upon God’s face,” presupposes a biblical 
understanding of God.9 Calvin does affirm a general revelation of God through the 
witness of creation. However, conclusions regarding the nature of God based upon 
general revelation diverge considerably. Telling the biblical story is vital to revealing the 
true God’s character and majesty as well as that of humanity. 
Book One of Calvin’s Institutes is foundational to this ministry focus paper to the 
extent that it underscores the importance of Scripture and the biblical narrative in 
relationship to knowing God and self. A fair amount of the material in Book One does 
not apply directly to the focus of this paper, however. Calvin expounds for several 
chapters upon the use imagery and pictures in worship and how this leads to idolatry. The 
                                                





nature of the Trinity and the existence of angels and devils are also discussed at length. 
These subjects, although important, do not directly pertain to the thesis of this ministry 
focus paper.  
 
Terrence W. Tilley: Story Theology 
In this work, Tilley argues that the central structure and content of the Christian 
faith is located in the biblical narrative and Christian stories. Narrative theology explores 
the meaning and context of the stories from which doctrine and religious traditions are 
formed. In essence, the narrative is primary, while doctrine or propositions derived from 
these stories are secondary. Multiple meanings are uncovered when the stories behind 
important Christian concepts such as creation, fall, incarnation or resurrection are 
explored. Whereas dogma tends to fix the significance of a concept, the narrative allows 
key concepts to embrace layers of meaning.10 
Tilley traces the religious and theological contexts in which narrative theology 
has arisen. Through the Enlightenment and Modern Era, religion has been re-formed 
from the stories of God into philosophical, metaphysical analysis, or into that which 
could be verified as truth through rational scientific methods. Tilley states that with the 
refinement of reason, those in the West came to believe that they had outgrown the 
stories and could know truth apart from them. When scholarly arguments and world wars 
in the twentieth century caused the myth of modernity to collapse, interest in the biblical 
narrative and narrative theology emerged. Of particular concern to this ministry focus 
paper is the reemergence of the idea that human experience is fundamentally narrative, 
                                                





occurring in and through time, rather than in timeless unconnected points or events. 
Tilley states, “stories themselves are the most fitting way to speak of human experience, 
since human experience is essentially durational.”11  
A narrative theology must differentiate between the various shapes and types of 
stories and their functions. Tilley distinguishes myths as those stories that set up worlds 
of meaning, while parables are stories that upset those very worlds. Tilley provides 
helpful exercises in narrative theology while examining biblical stories related to the 
eschatology, myths, parables and actions of Jesus of Nazareth. Tilley also makes the case 
for the evaluating the truth of stories as Jesus’ disciples continue to live them out in the 
world today.12 
Tilley includes the stories of saints who lived after the biblical cannon was closed 
arguing that the story of Christ continues through the body of believers. He mentions the 
influence of martyrs, monks, mystics, theologians, apologists and activists, embracing 
their stories as part of “the story.” He states, “Usually, this part of the story is told as 
‘church history,’ but distinguishing various aspects of ‘history’ shows a different way to 
tell the continuing story.”13 He highlights the value of the ongoing narrative witness of 
the saints, noting that key motifs and metaphors that inspire one generation can lose their 
power in the next as the patterns of economic, social and political life change.14  
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This author affirms that the story of God continues through the body of Christ, the 
Church. However, to the degree that Tilley moves beyond the realm of the biblical 
narrative and engages extra-biblical stories, this source is not relevant to this ministry 
focus project. This author considers stories outside the biblical cannon to be secondary 
witnesses, carrying less authority than those contained in Scripture. Extra-biblical stories 
can be deceiving, and Tilley discusses how to evaluate their truth using a list of criteria. 
The Church continues to live out the story of God in history, but it is the story of God in 
Scripture that the Church holds to as foundational to all faith, practice and doctrine.  
Overall, this source is helpful in supporting the thesis of this ministry focus paper. 
Tilley underscores the importance of the stories of God as the primary source of the 
content of the Christian faith. While doctrine is vital to understanding the Christian faith, 
stories open hearers to truth and multiple levels of meaning, while doctrinal concepts in 
abstraction tend to codify and limit meaning. 
 
Story and Identity 
Several volumes addressing the relationship of story in shaping identity were 
surveyed. The first source, The Stories We Live By: Personal Myths and the Making of 
Self is a contemporary work from the field of narrative psychology by Dan P. McAdams. 
The second source reviewed, Tell Me a Story: Narrative and Intelligence by Roger C. 
Shank, discusses the interplay of story with human thought processes and intelligence. 
Finally, John W. Wright addresses the importance of the biblical narrative supplanting 
the narratives of American Christianity and Western culture in Christian formation in 





provide key insights into the interplay of narrative, identity and the formation of meaning 
from both secular and religious perspectives.  
 
Dan McAdams: The Stories We Live By: Personal Myths and the Making of Self 
Psychologist Dan McAdams theorizes that one’s identity is developed through the 
creation of a personal myth. His theory is based upon scientific research, including 
interviews with hundreds of individuals. According to McAdams, a personal myth 
involves one’s “remembered past, perceived present and anticipated future” and functions 
to integrate different parts of the self into a whole. He writes, “A personal myth 
delineates an identity, illuminating the values of an individual life. The personal myth is 
not a legend or fairy tale, but a sacred story that embodies personal truth.”15 This self-
defining myth is internal, and one may be conscious or unconscious of its creation. 
McAdams states, “The myth is there all along, inside the mind. It is a psychological 
structure that evolves slowly over time, infusing life with unity and purpose.”16 
McAdams recognizes that the human mind is a natural vehicle for stories. People 
tell stories to express themselves and to share meaning with others. Indeed, most of 
conversation consists of sharing stories. Stories help to organize thoughts, experiences 
and pieces of information. Time is conceptualized through events that happen one after 
another. Hence, McAdams states, “human time is a storied affair.”17  
                                                










Throughout childhood, material is gathered for the creation of one’s personal 
myth through experience, relationships and images. As one enters adolescence, a 
significant phase related to the formation of one’s identity is encountered. Questions are 
wrestled with concerning the nature of truth, good and evil, God, the world and reality. 
The ideological setting of one’s personal myth is forged from meaningful answers to 
these questions. One learns where one fits into the world.18  
Interestingly, individual concern regarding identity is a recent phenomenon in 
Western society. Before the nineteenth century, basic truths and values were relatively 
uniformly held in common. Since that time, choices of meaning, values, occupations and 
roles in society has increased and diversified in the Western world. McAdams writes, “In 
general, after 1800 a societal consensus about basic truths and ultimate values had been 
lost. The person had now to fashion his or her own ideology as a foundation for 
identity.”19  
McAdams cites Erik Erickson in stating that a central task of adolescence 
involves coming to terms with what one believes about the nature of the world, God, life 
and reality.20 One’s ideology is the anchor for the development of one’s personal myth.  
As one matures, changes and revisions are made to the story to create a personal myth 
that is ideally more coherent, credible, open, differentiated, integrated and generative.21  
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This author agrees with McAdams that one’s belief system or ideology is 
foundational to the formation of one’s personal myth. McAdams asserts that meaning is 
realized in the context of personal experience or narrative.22 Similarly, doctrine is derived 
from reflection upon the story of God. In the case of the Christian, an ideology developed 
from God’s story provides the setting in which one’s identity or personal myth develops. 
This author reasons that reflective engagement with the biblical narrative is essential to 
the formation of a healthy Christian belief system and identity. 
McAdams’ research into the formation of identity through the development of a 
personal myth undergirds this ministry project by highlighting the importance of 
narrative in understanding one’s identity and purpose in the world. This ministry project 
explores the thesis that Christian identity is rooted in the story of God. McAdams 
conclusion that the stories one tells shape one’s personal myth or identity strengthens this 
proposal. McAdams affirms the influence of the social, cultural and religious contexts in 
shaping fundamental beliefs and values. However, his work is somewhat limited for this 
ministry project. This source is more specifically focused on the process of personal myth 
development than the influence of external myths, such as the biblical narrative, in the 
development of one's identity. Today’s diversity of worldviews and belief systems reflect 
the lack of consensus in the larger culture regarding fundamental truths and values. The 
case for telling the story of God amidst such diversity is critical to understanding and 
shaping a biblical worldview and identity as a child of God. 
  
                                                





Roger C. Schank, Tell Me a Story: Narrative and Intelligence 
To design artificial intelligence upon human intelligence, Roger Schank has 
researched the way people learn, organize and remember information. Schank argues that 
human intelligence is story-based in Tell Me a Story: Narrative and Intelligence. His 
research indicates that intelligence and learning are closely linked with how one indexes 
and retrieves narratives of previous experiences and then relates them to current 
situations.23  
Schank argues that responding to a new situation intelligently involves a memory 
bank of stories to which we have attached labels or indices. Human beings construct a 
story or narrative from a series of experiences, finding some significance or meaning to 
the narrative as one reflects upon it. In this process, the memory attaches various labels to 
the story, prompting a person to recall the story when similar situations or narratives 
arise. As one accesses the stories of previous situations, pertinent information can be 
related to the current situation. Essential to intelligence is the indexing of experiences in a 
way that allows one to reference or remember them. If a story or experience is not labeled 
in one's memory it will soon be forgotten, and, as a result, it cannot provide information. 
Therefore, Schank asserts that thinking and learning involve both memories of specific 
experiences and stories as well as memory traces of them.24  He concludes, “the more 
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indices, the greater the number of comparisons with prior experiences and hence the 
greater the learning.” 25   
This contemporary source is secular, yet has great pertinence to this ministry 
project and the importance of story in teaching and preaching for Christian formation. 
Schank suggests that human learning and intelligence are story-based. People learn and 
form insights by reexamining experience in light of new information. He notes that 
people can easily remember a good story, but often fail to remember abstract principles 
or concepts.26 Schank writes, “Knowledge, then, is experiences and stories, and 
intelligence is the apt use of experience and the creation and telling of stories. Memory is 
memory for stories, and the major processes of memory are the creation, storage, and 
retrieval of stories.”27 Schank also describes how a culture is defined through the sharing 
of common stories. These “skeleton” stories are often alluded to in words or abbreviated 
forms that can be perplexing to outsiders. Unless these stories are shared, words and their 
meanings are not easily understood.28  
This author finds Schank’s arguments compelling and supportive of the thesis of 
this project. One weakness of this source is the limited scope, focusing on the relationship 
between narrative and intelligence. However, the role of story in creating indexes and 
aiding memory is an important rationale for the telling of the biblical story rather than 
relying on abstract doctrine and creedal statements. Story is critical to understanding, 
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internalizing and applying Christian doctrine to new circumstances. Schank’s findings 
show that concepts or biblical principles in isolation are not easily indexed. 
Consequently, they are easily forgotten and rarely applied to new situations. Saturating 
one’s imagination in God’s story will encourage the integration of Christian principles 
and values, aiding in the development of a biblical understanding of the world. Christian 
doctrine and relating biblical principles to felt needs are important. However, Schank’s 
work shows that narrative is critical to the development of Christian understanding and 
identity.  
 
John W. Wright, Telling God’s Story: Narrative Preaching for Christian Formation 
Telling God’s Story provides a basis for understanding the underlying narrative of 
American Christianity as it developed and now competes with the biblical narrative for 
adherence. John W. Wright addresses the present crisis in contemporary American 
churches that demand sermons that “fulfill the expectations of the congregation – 
expectations usually formed by the consumerist, entertainment-oriented society we live 
in.”29 As sermons have become more therapeutic and need-centered, the biblical text is 
often co-opted and distorted. 30 The question that Wright seeks to answer “is not, ‘How 
can we make the Scriptures relevant to individuals in need of therapy?’ but, ‘How do we 
translate human lives into the biblical narrative to live as part of the body of Christ in the 
world?’”31  
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Referencing the work of Hans Frei in Eclipsing the Biblical Narrative, Wright 
traces the birth of an American Christian narrative in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Beginning with the Puritans, the focus of American Christianity shifted from 
the biblical narrative of salvation of all creation to a personalized ‘sin-salvation-service’ 
narrative.32 As a result of this shift: 
Each individual became the story’s central actor; God may play a supporting role 
within the story of each – based upon the will of the individual. God may be 
called on by faith to act within the life of the individual, but only to move the 
individual to the person’s own end. As a result, the movement of the story focuses 
on the life of the individual, as he or she moves from sin to awakening to 
justification to service and sanctification, and ultimately to heavenly 
glorification.33 
 
Hence, the Bible is used to undergird the American ‘cult of the individual.’ 
Scripture is referenced to provide assurance to the individual on their faith journey. The 
church functions as a service-provider for individual salvation rather than as Christ’s 
body in the world.34 This discussion is pertinent to this ministry project in that Wright 
exposes the underlying narrative of American Christianity that has eclipsed the biblical 
narrative and which demands therapeutic needs-based preaching prominent in seeker-
sensitive churches such as CPC. The narratives of individualism and consumerism from 
the secular culture have infiltrated American Christianity in a way that compromises the 
biblical narrative of salvation of all creation.  
Wright discusses two hermeneutics of preaching, comedic and tragic. Comedic 
does not necessarily denote that the sermon is humorous, but rather, such sermons seek a 
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happy ending, comforting and reassuring the hearer that all is well. The audience remains 
well within their comfort zone, with faulty narratives and convictions unchallenged and 
unchanged.35 Wright states,  
The biblical text, not the hearer, becomes converted. Given that the horizons of 
the hearer are usually shaped by narratives provided by and supporting the society 
at large, the comedic hermeneutic of preaching leads to believers who share the 
identical convictions of the society but possess a value-added dimension – Jesus 
in one’s heart or a personal relationship with God or some other life-enriching 
experience that helps one to exist as a member of society as it is.36  
 
A tragic hermeneutic of preaching is the preferred alternative to the comedic 
hermeneutic. The tragic form of sermon seeks less to comfort than to open the hearer to 
his or her faulty assumptions and narratives. This type of preaching often brings conflict 
and discomfort as deeply held values and narratives are challenged and their weakness 
exposed. Wright states that the tragic hermeneutic is one of repentance and conversion.37 
Wright does not advocate for narrative preaching as storytelling as much as a sermonic 
form that incorporates “tragic moments” designed to shift the allegiances of the hearer so 
they might “find their lives in the biblical narrative, rather than absorb the biblical 
narrative into theirs.”38 
This ministry focus paper advocates for the importance of preaching and teaching 
the overall biblical narrative as a means of inviting hearers into the story. Wright 
advocates for a style of preaching grounded in Scripture that illuminates and upends the 
secular narratives and worldview of the hearers. This author affirms the importance of 
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finding one’s life in the biblical narrative but argues that it is critical to absorb the biblical 
narrative into one’s life as well. Knowing the story of God is a prerequisite to finding 
one’s life in the biblical story. This source supports the thesis of this ministry focus 
paper, but utilizes a different means of encouraging reflection upon one’s worldview and 
the metanarratives that shape one’s life. In this author’s view, the use of a tragic style of 
preaching is helpful in countering an American individualized Christianity but less 
important than the incorporation of the biblical narrative in the formation of Christian 
identity. 
 
Preaching and Biblical Storytelling 
This section explores sources pertinent to effectively preaching and teaching the 
biblical narrative in the twenty-first century. The first source, Thinking in Story: 
Preaching in a Post-literate Age by Richard A. Jensen explores the shifts in our culture’s 
preferences for oral-aural communication over literary means. The second source 
reviewed, Story Journey: An Invitation to the Gospel as Storytelling by Thomas E. 
Boomershine, is more practical in nature. Boomershine provides a rationale for biblical 
storytelling and a practical guide to learning and internalizing the narratives.  
 
Richard A. Jensen, Thinking in Story: Preaching in a Post-literate Age 
Richard Jensen explores the ways in which the dominant forms of communication 
of different eras of Western history have influenced the way people think, preach and 
understand their Christian faith. He begins by exploring preliterate oral-aural cultures in 





received through hearing. Jensen then speculates on how characteristics of a preliterate 
form of communication might shape preaching today.39   
One characteristic of a society dominated by oral-aural communication is the 
retelling of stories that kept alive the traditions and identity of the people group. This is 
seen in the people of Israel in the Old Testament as their stories were retold from one 
generation to the next. Their identity as the people of God was established through the 
telling and retelling of their communal story. These stories were updated and “stitched 
together” by each generation in ways that related to their new context. 40 Jensen points to 
the gospels as examples of stitched-together non-linear stories designed not to move the 
hearers from one point to another but to allow them to participate in the world of the 
story itself.41  
The literate culture in the West emerged in two stages. The first stage came with 
the development of the phonetic alphabet and writing, and then later through Gutenberg’s 
invention of the printing press in the mid-fifteenth century.42 Greek culture developed the 
first truly phonetic alphabet and as literacy increased, communication through the eye 
came to dominate communication through the voice and ear. Human thinking became 
more linear, analytical and abstract. Jensen states, “Early Christian theology soon left the 
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world of the ear and entered the world of the eye. Is it not the case that the gospel writers 
were orally driven storytellers while Saint Paul was a literate Greek?”43 
 The printing press allowed unprecedented access to written literature and set the 
stage for rapid shifts in human thought. Whereas an oral culture thrived on stories and a 
network of personal loyalties, print allowed increased individualization and isolated 
thinking.44 Jensen notes that the reformers Martin Luther and John Calvin were literate 
men who shifted the locus of the church’s authority to a book, the Bible, from the human 
authority of the pope and ecclesiastical tradition. The reading and preaching of Scripture 
replaced the Eucharist as the central focus of Protestant worship.45 
According to Jensen, literate “print-shaped” preaching is concerned primarily 
with the transmission of ideas. Sermons tend to be analytical and develop abstract ideas 
in a linear fashion. When stories are included, they are used to illustrate the main 
propositional points of the sermon. This is a dramatic shift from preaching in an oral 
culture where sermons included repetition and non-linear and stitched-together stories 
that were situational rather than abstract. Preaching involved the telling of stories that 
invited hearers to participate in them.46  
Jensen cites the work of Walter Ong, stating that the rise of electronic media in 
the past century is moving the West into a “secondary oral” culture.47 The ear has again 
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become more dominant than the eye in communication. In light of this change, preaching 
must take into account those who are living in a post-literate and postmodern world. 
Writing in 1993, Jensen suggests that preachers both utilize both a didactic form of 
preaching for those at home in the literate world, as well as preaching characterized by 
“thinking in story.” Jensen suggests that biblical stories invite the listener into their 
reality where the presence of God is ushered into their lives.48  
Thinking in Story supports the focus of this ministry paper by emphasizing the 
power of stories to communicate to the postmodern world. The rationale for the use of 
storytelling to present the gospel through preaching and teaching is underscored. Jensen 
does not explicitly advocate for the presentation of the biblical narrative as a coherent 
whole, however. Instead, his focus is upon the importance of story in communicating in a 
postmodern secondary oral-aural culture. Jensen advocates the use of non-biblical stories 
to illustrate biblical concepts as well as “running the story” or retelling a biblical story, 
with or without an added application. This author agrees that storytelling is an important 
communication strategy in reaching post-literate audiences. However, the sweep of the 
story of God is also essential. A disconnected series of vignettes, which do not present a 
complete biblical picture, can easily skew the hearer’s understanding of God, self and the 
world. 
  
                                                






Thomas E. Boomershine, Story Journey: An Invitation to the Gospel as Storytelling 
Thomas E. Boomershine has developed a practical guide and resource for sharing 
the gospel stories through the original medium of the gospel tradition, storytelling. 
Boomershine traces the shift in understanding of the gospel as the telling of the story 
about the victory of Jesus Christ, to four printed books of the New Testament, to a set of 
ideas summarizing the Christian faith. He writes, “The gospel has lost its original 
character as a living storytelling tradition of messengers who told the good news of the 
victory of Jesus.”49 Story Journey: An Invitation to the Gospel as Storytelling was written 
with the intent of reestablishing the original storytelling character of the gospel. 
Contemporary Christians have largely lost the practice of gospel as storytelling. 
Boomershine writes, “We continue to read Bible stories to children. But the assumption 
is once you grow up and learn to think, you will stop telling stories and start telling the 
truth. Telling the truth means that you will speak in conceptual abstractions.”50 
Boomershine cites the work of Stephen Crites when he explains that story is the 
primary language human beings use to express experience. Stories and experience are 
similar in their structures, with one event following another. Story is also an important 
means to knowing another person or culture. We live in stories, sharing our lives when 
we share our stories. Sharing stories helps to create connections and human community. 
They function to shape the identity of a group and an individual. Boomershine states, 
“People become the stories they love to tell.”  
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The storytelling tradition of the people of Israel is instructive. As the stories of 
God’s actions and presence are told and retold, the people of Israel re-experience the 
events. Boomershine states, “God becomes present and active in the storytelling event. 
Retelling these particular stories has enabled the physical and spiritual descendants of 
Abraham and Sarah to know God.”51 In a similar manner, when early Christians told and 
retold the stories about Jesus’ birth, ministry, death and resurrection, connections were 
made that allowed them to experience the presence of Christ.  
Boomershine states that the gospel stories were written down so that they could 
be reheard and retold. These recorded stories are the “primary source of the revelation of 
God in Jesus Christ.”52 As the stories of Jesus are retold and internalized, they begin to 
inform and intersect with those of the individual and community. Boomershine states, 
‘when these communal narratives are connected with God’s story in a deep and 
appropriate manner, authentic revelation takes place.”53  
Boomershine encourages the reader to listen and connect, then internalize and tell 
selected stories of Jesus of Nazareth to others. Detailed instruction on how to internalize 
the stories is included as well as exegetical material that allows the reader insight to 
understand the meaning and historical and cultural context. Working through the 
exercises of learning and telling the ten stories of Jesus presented in this book gives the 
reader a solid foundation from which to expand to other biblical texts.  
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This author finds this source valuable, providing a rationale for biblical 
storytelling as well as practical instruction for telling stories. Utilizing the methods 
described in this reference, this author trained storytellers at CPC. Story Journey 
undergirds the concept of teaching through creative storytelling. However, it is limited in 
the type of storytelling it promotes. Boomershine advocates for internalization of 
Scripture, followed by a recitation of that which was memorized. One might argue that 
limiting biblical storytelling to the recital of Scripture is of greater value than retelling the 
story in one’s own words. One argument for a recital is the value and authority of written 
Scripture. However, this author finds that paraphrasing does not diminish the importance 
of storytelling but maintains the “living storytelling tradition of messengers who told the 
good news of the victory of Jesus.” 54 Furthermore, Boomershine acknowledges that the 
gospel moved from the verbal telling of Christ’s story, to the four printed books of 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, to propositional truths regarding the work of Christ.55 
This author affirms the authority of the written Scriptures, but also understands that the 
precise wordings of the written accounts are derived from earlier oral storytelling events. 
Telling the story responsibly and creatively through words paraphrased from the 
written account is a valuable means of sharing the story of God. Tellers must hold to the 
facts presented in the written accounts and hearers are encouraged to read the Scriptures 
in conjunction with the paraphrased telling of the story. Fictional characters were also 
utilized to tell God’s story in the Story of God pilot class. When fictional elements are 
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utilized, it is equally important to inform the hearers that they are not biblical to avoid 














ECCLESIOLOGY   
Critical to the development of a theological foundation for this ministry project is 
an understanding of Reformed tradition within which CPC stands. This chapter will 
outline the basic tenets of a Reformed understanding that relate to the focus of this paper. 
The church is a covenant community comprised of sinners redeemed by grace, shaped by 
the Spirit and Word and sent into the world to proclaim the good news through word and 
deed. Christ Presbyterian Church is also deeply influenced by the values and practices of 
the contemporary evangelical “seeker” church model pioneered by Willow Creek 
Community Church. The weaknesses of the Reformed tradition and Evangelical seeker 
church model are examined as it impacts spiritual formation and Christian identity. 
Finally, an alternative emphasis on the people of God as a storied covenant community is 
explored as an instructional corrective.  
 
 Reformed Foundations 
The Reformed tradition grew out of the Protestant Reformation in the mid-
sixteenth century. The Protestant reawakening to God’s grace in Jesus Christ was based 





alone and Scripture alone” are principles that continue to inform and guide Presbyterian 
churches today.1 The Reformed tradition of faith traces its heritage to John Calvin, who 
believed that the Church needed to be reformed according to the Word of God. Hence, 
the basic tenets of the Reformed tradition are founded in Scripture. Throughout the 
centuries the motto “Reformed and always reforming” has never implied license to move 
outside the boundaries of Scripture, but according to new insights based upon Scripture.2 
The particular emphases of the Reformed tradition arise from the affirmation of a holy 
and sovereign God who “creates, sustains, rules, and redeems the world in the freedom of 
sovereign righteousness and love.”3 
 
Authority of Scripture 
The Reformed tradition claims that Scripture is the final authority of in all things 
pertaining to faith and life. Inspired by the Holy Spirit, the Scriptures are the written 
Word of God.4 The Scriptures bear a faithful witness to the living Word of God, Jesus 
Christ. Calvin understood that God speaks through the Scriptures, which come from “the 
mouth of God.”5 The Second Helvetic Confession of 1566 states, “We believe and 
confess the canonical Scriptures of the holy prophets and apostles of both Testaments to 
be the true Word of God, and to have sufficient authority of themselves, not of men. For 
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God himself spoke to the fathers, prophets, apostles and still speaks to us through the 
Holy Scriptures.”6  
The Scriptures are foundational to the church itself. Calvin writes, “Wherever we 
see the Word of God purely preached and heard, and the sacraments administered 
according to Christ’s institution, there, it is not to be doubted, a church of God exists (cf. 
Eph. 2:20).”7 One Reformed author writes, “the church is called into being by the Word 
of God, and it exists only insofar as it proclaims the Word of God.”8 It is through 
Scripture that Jesus rules the church as its Lord and head, informing and guiding the 
church in its doctrine, mission, character and practice. 9 
It is important to note here that although the Reformed tradition has informed the 
theology of CPC, its prominence and influence has diminished in recent decades. This is 
particularly true in relationship to Reformed distinctives and the function and authority of 
Scripture. George W. Stroup writes: 
Those churches nurtured by Heinrich Bullinger’s Second Helvetic Confession of 
1566 and The Westminster Confession of Faith of 1647 still repeat the words; 
“For God himself spoke to the fathers, prophets, apostles, and still speaks to us 
through the Holy Scriptures.” But it is unusual to discover a Protestant 
congregation whose faith is informed by a Reformed understanding of Scripture’s 
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witness to God’s Word and a proper interpretation of the relations between the 
Bible, the Word of God, the Spirit, and the world.10 
 
Stroup continues, “Many Protestant churches no longer know what they mean by 
‘authority,’ what role Scripture should play in the life of the church, and, finally, when all 
is said and done, what the Bible has to do with life in the modern world.”11 CPC’s 
increasing unfamiliarity with the Reformed tradition and the Bible has weakened the 
authority and influence of both in shaping its identity and values.  
The importance of Scripture as prolegomena to all theology and doctrinal 
principles cannot be understated. The biblical witness informs Reformed doctrine, 
including the triune God, humanity, sin, salvation and the Church. The biblical story is 
the primary source from which Reformed doctrine is derived. The nature of humanity in 
relationship to the Creator is revealed through the creation story. The doctrine of sin is 
first encountered through the story of the fall. The doctrine of salvation is informed by 
the gospel stories, while the doctrine of the Church is based upon Acts and the New 
Testament epistles. The Reformed understanding of Scripture as foundational to Christian 
doctrine supports the focus of this ministry project, which seeks to familiarize members 
of CPC with Story of God in Scripture. 
 
Sinners Redeemed by Grace 
Reformed Christians believe in one God who exists in three persons: Father, Son 
and Holy Spirit. God created human beings in God’s image. Genesis 1:26-27 states: “So 
God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them; male and 
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female he created them.” Also, human beings were given the unique role as stewards of 
God’s creation. They were created without sin, and knew untainted fellowship with God 
and each other. 
However, our earliest forebears rebelled by disobeying God. As a result, 
fellowship with God was broken, and corruption and death entered the world. Human 
nature has become distorted and corrupted through sin. Calvin writes that original sin is, 
“a hereditary depravity and corruption of our nature, diffused into all parts of the soul, 
which first makes us liable to God’s wrath, then also brings forth in us those works which 
Scripture calls ‘works of the flesh.”12 
Fallen human beings are sinners. Romans 3:23 states, “For all have sinned and 
fall short of the glory of God.” Human effort alone cannot redeem or remedy this 
situation for we are in bondage to sin and death. Romans 8:7-8 states, “The sinful mind is 
hostile to God; it does not submit to God’s law, nor can it do so. Those controlled by the 
sinful nature cannot please God.” Human beings need God’s intervening grace and 
salvation to be set free from this condition.  
 Thankfully, God sent his only Son, Jesus Christ to redeem the world and set 
humanity free from slavery to sin and death. Jesus Christ is God incarnate, both fully God 
and fully human. The Apostle Paul writes in Colossians 1:19, “God was pleased to have 
all his fullness dwell in him.” Jesus lived a life on earth that was without sin, modeling 
                                                






for us a life that reflects God’s image and glory. The Confession of 1967 states, “In Jesus 
of Nazareth, true humanity was realized once for all.”13 
Through his death on the cross, Jesus became the atoning sacrifice for the sin of 
humankind. He took on the sin of the world and freely gave his life in substitution for the 
life of the sinner. Calvin declares, “This is our acquittal: the guilt that held us liable for 
punishment has been transferred to the head of the Son of God.”14 Through the finished 
work of Christ, sinners are now reconciled to God and set free from their bondage to sin 
and death. Calvin writes, “He in every respect took our place to pay the price of our 
redemption. Death held us captive under its yoke: Christ, in our stead, gave himself over 
to its power to deliver us from it.” 15  
Salvation is the work of God through Jesus Christ. Human beings cannot redeem 
themselves through good works. Salvation is a gift of God’s grace that is received by 
faith in Christ. Even the faith to receive God’s gift of salvation is the result of God’s 
grace. Ephesians 2:8-9 states, “For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith—and 
this is not from yourselves, it is the gift of God— not by works, so that no one can boast.” 
Through Christ alone our sins are atoned for and forgiven and in Christ alone we are 
reckoned as righteous before God. The Heidelberg Catechism states that God has given 
us, “the forgiveness of sins, everlasting righteousness and salvation our of sheer grace 
solely for the sake of Christ’s saving work.”16 
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The good news of Jesus Christ is that not only did he die for us, but he also arose 
from the grave, conquering death. Calvin writes, 
We have in his death the complete fulfillment of salvation, for through it we are 
reconciled to God, his righteous judgment is satisfied, the curse is removed, and 
the penalty paid in full. Nevertheless, we are said to ‘have been born anew to a 
living hope’ not through his death but through his resurrection. (1 Peter 1:3). For 
as he, in rising again, came forth victor over death, so the victory of our faith over 
death lies in his resurrection alone.17 
 
The Confession of 1967 states, “God raised Jesus from the dead, vindicating his 
sinless life, breaking the power of sin and evil, delivering us from death to life eternal.”18 
In Christ’s resurrection, we have a new identity and a new life. Romans 6:4 states, “We 
were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that, just as Christ 
was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too may live a new life.” 
Reformed Theology understands that salvation is based completely upon God’s 
initiative and merciful grace. It is the result of God’s election of the individual rather than 
the individual’s election of God. John 15:16a states, “You did not choose me, but I chose 
you and appointed you so that you might go and bear fruit – fruit that will last.” This 
unmerited election by God is for both salvation and service and results in a life marked 
by gratitude and praise for the glory of God’s grace.19  
Key doctrines that undergird the understanding of “sinners redeemed by grace,” 
are embraced at CPC. The story of Christ’s suffering, death and resurrection is told 
during Holy Week and Easter. Throughout the year, the meaning of Jesus’ death and 
resurrection is referenced in sermons, Bible studies and teachings. Theological concepts 
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such as sin and repentance are often framed in seeker-friendly language. One might hear 
the sinful condition of humanity described as brokenness in one’s life and relationships, 




With Christ as its head and one foundation, the universal Church is the body of 
Jesus Christ. The Westminster Confession states, “The catholic or universal church, 
which is invisible, consists of the whole number of the elect, that have been, are, or shall 
be gathered into one, under Christ the head thereof: and is the spouse, the body, the 
fullness of Him that filleth all in all.”20 Calvin writes,  
The church is called ‘catholic’ or ‘universal,’ because there could not be two or 
three churches unless Christ be torn asunder (cf. 1 Cor. 1:13) – which cannot 
happen! But all the elect are so united in Christ (cf. Eph. 1:22-23) that as they are 
dependent on one Head, they also grow together into one body, being joined and 
knit together (cf. Eph. 4:16) as are the limbs of a body (Rom. 12:5; I Cor. 10:17; 
12:12; 27). They are made truly one since they live together in one faith, hope, 
and love, and in the same Spirit of God.21 
 
The Church is also understood as a covenant community in the Reformed tradition. The 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Book of Order states that one of the themes reflected in the 
Reformed tradition is that of “covenant life marked by a disciplined concern for order the 
church according to the Word of God.”22 
The salvation story begins in the Old Testament with God calling his people into a 
special covenantal relationship with him. God has bound himself to his chosen people 
though his covenant promises of grace and commitment. As a result, the reoccurring 
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theme of covenant is often preached from both the Old and New Testaments. Members of 
Reformed churches are asked to make promises to God and one another when they join 
their local congregation, reflecting the idea that the church is a covenant community 
bound to one another through Christ.23 
The sacraments of the Lord’s Supper and Baptism are understood in light of 
covenant promises as well. The Westminster Confession states, “Sacraments are holy 
signs and seals of the covenant of grace.”24 The Lord’s Supper is understood as a sign of 
the new covenant of grace in Jesus Christ. Baptism is a sign of God’s covenant promises 
as the one baptized is incorporated into God’s covenant people. The Westminster 
Confession states, “Baptism is a sacrament of the New Testament, ordained by Jesus 
Christ, not only for the solemn admission of the party baptized into the visible Church, 
but also to be unto him a sign and seal of the covenant of grace.”25  
The Reformed understanding of the Church as the covenant community is rooted 
in and can be traced through the story of God. Old Testament covenant promises are 
made with Noah, Abraham, Moses and David, and the new covenant is promised through 
the prophet Jeremiah. These covenants inform Reformed understanding of the New 
Covenant as it is made through Christ. The emphasis on the Church as a covenant 
community is enriched by a knowledge of God’s covenant promises through the sweep of 
biblical history. Presenting the grand story of God to members of Christ Presbyterian 
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Church will allow them to engage more fully and understand the Church as the covenant 
community.  
 
Sent to Proclaim the Gospel in Word and Deed 
The history of salvation is traced through God’s covenant promises through both 
Old and New Testament in the Reformed tradition. Today, the Church finds itself in what 
some have described as the penultimate act of the drama of salvation; coming into being 
after the death, resurrection and ascension of Christ, yet before his return in glory.26 The 
mission of the church reflects this time within the drama of salvation. The people of God 
are called to witness to Christ in both word and deed, sharing the good news of salvation. 
Although the Kingdom of God has not come yet in all its fullness, the Church is called to 
participate in God’s activity in the world by living under the reign of God. Okholm states, 
“If the kingdom comes where God’s will is done, as Jesus taught his disciples to pray, 
then the church must become the present locus of eschatological realities – the portal, if 
you will, which becomes not merely a preview of a coming attraction, but the means 
through which the Kingdom actually permeates the world.”27 The “exhibition of the 
Kingdom of Heaven to the world” and the “proclamation of the gospel for the salvation 
of humankind” are among the great ends of the Church stated in the Book of Order of the 
Presbyterian Church (USA). The rest of the great ends include the shelter, nurture, and 
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spiritual fellowship of the children of God; the maintenance of divine worship; the 
preservation of the truth; and the promotion of social righteousness.28 
The Confession of 1967 speaks of the Church’s mission in the world as one of 
reconciliation. The Church is called and sent by Christ into the world as a reconciling 
community to proclaim God’s message of reconciliation. Through the gift of the Holy 
Spirit, the Church shares in God’s work of healing all that separates human beings from 
God and one another.29 
The mission of the Church is informed by the larger story of God. Through God’s 
story, the Church knows what time it is. Through God’s story, the Church understands 
the nature of God’s mission in the world. Through God’s story, the Church knows what 
has been promised and accomplished through Christ Jesus, what God continues to do 
through the Spirit and Church and what God will do in the future. The call and identity of 
the individual Christian are also informed by God’s story. The Christian is created in 
God’s image; a sinner redeemed by grace, empowered by the Spirit and called to build 
God’s Kingdom in the world through the ministry of reconciliation. The Church has a 
vital part to play in God’s ongoing story. In this author’s opinion, it is critical that God’s 
grand story be told that those in the Church might intelligently claim their identity as 
children of God and live into God’s mission, proclaiming the Gospel in word and deed. 
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Evangelical and Seeker sensitive 
Christ Presbyterian is strongly influenced by Protestant evangelicalism and the 
“seeker church” model. Evangelicals are not from any particular denomination, but rather 
from a broad range of Protestant denominations and institutions. According to the 
National Association of Evangelicals (NAE), “Evangelicals are a vibrant and diverse 
group, including believers found in many churches, denominations and nations. Our 
community brings together Reformed, Holiness, Anabaptist, Pentecostal, Charismatic and 
other traditions.”30 Historian George Marsden writes that evangelicalism is “a 
transdenominational movement in which many people, in various ways, feel at home. 
Institutionally, this transdenominational evangelicalism is built around networks of 
parachurch agencies.”31  
Common to evangelical organizations and churches are a set of core beliefs and 
characteristics. Theologically, evangelicals tend to focus upon the central beliefs of the 
Protestant understanding of the Christian faith, including “the triune God, the Bible, faith, 
Jesus, salvation, evangelism and discipleship.”32 David Bebbington has proposed four 
common characteristics among this diverse group that have become widely accepted 
among scholars. He writes: 
There are four qualities that have been the special marks of Evangelical religion: 
conversionism, the belief that lives need to be changed; activism, the expression 
of the gospel in effort; biblicism, a particular regard for the Bible; and what may 
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be called crucicentrism, a stress on the sacrifice of Christ on the cross. Together 
they form a quadrilateral of priorities that is the basis of Evangelicalism.33 
 
The seeker church model, also known as seeker-sensitive or attractional, has 
become an influential trend within evangelical Protestantism. Pioneered in the 1970s by 
Willow Creek Community Church in Barrington, IL, the Willow Creek Association of 
likeminded churches, of which Christ Presbyterian is a member, currently involves more 
than 18,000 congregations.34 Worship services, messages and programs in seeker-
sensitive churches are designed with unchurched people as the target audience.35 
The seeker-church movement has gained tremendous traction in a culture that has 
undergone recent substantial change. In the United States, loyalty to the denomination of 
one’s birth is no longer presumed. Instead, current generations choose among a variety of 
religious options based upon their needs. One author writes that the movement of shaping 
an organization to meet the needs of individuals is “a shift from religion as an ascriptive 
identity based on birth to an achieved identity based on choice. This shift is at the core of 
the emergence of consumerism as a primary characteristic of American religious practice. 
The seeker church movement, I would argue, is an effective institutional response to 
today’s consumerist ethos.”36 
Seeker sensitive churches shape church services to accommodate those who are 
unchurched, or outside the body of believers. Theologically, evangelism underlies seeker-
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sensitive church services when the primary purpose is exposing nonbelievers to the good 
news of Jesus Christ. Some churches avoid taking up an offering and displaying Christian 
symbols at seeker services. Christian worship, however, is focused on God rather than the 
seeker. Corporate worship services gather the community around the triune God to bring 
God praise and honor. Worship usually involves praise through song, prayer, sacrament 
and the reading and preaching of Scripture. Such elements are not always part of seeker 
services. To the extent that such services focus primarily upon the seeker, they are 
motivated by evangelism over the worship of God. CPC incorporates seeker-sensitive 
elements within corporate Christian worship that focuses on God, with the hope of 
drawing all to Christ regardless of where they are in their faith journey. 
 
 Need-based Sermons  
Sermons in seeker churches are sensitive to the needs of those who are 
unchurched. According to author Lee Strobel, who was previously on staff at Willow 
Creek Community Church, “The most effective messages for seekers are those that 
address their felt needs. Unchurched Harry and Mary want to know if a book that’s 
centuries old can really give them practical assistance in the trenches of their daily 
lives.”37 Some pastors recommend browsing the self-help section of local bookstores to 
develop sermon series based upon the best-selling topics.38 
Sensitivity to the culture of those who are not churched is important. One church 
consultant writes, “Theologically, the attractional church’s message is biblically based, 
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but the way the Bible is presented is influenced by the surrounding culture. Christ never 
changes, but the methods we employ must change to relate to every person in the pew. 
The content of the message plus the way it’s delivered will bring positive change to the 
hearer’s lives.”39 
Marcia Witten has analyzed Protestant sermons and states that three processes 
most influence the accommodation of sermons to the norms and ideologies of the secular 
world. These include privatization, pluralism and rationalism.40 The influence of 
privatization is seen in sermons that appeal to self-fulfillment and the subjective 
therapeutic benefits of belief. Rationalism is evident when sermons are evaluated 
according to their market value in reaching target audiences and in bringing about life 
change. Finally, pluralism is reflected in an ethic of tolerance and civility. God’s love is 
stressed over judgment.41 Sargeant writes, “seeker messages attempt to persuade seekers 
to ‘buy’ into an ‘authentic’ religious faith by offering inducements (for example, 
emphasizing the practical advantages of belief) rather than threats (for example, tirades 
about the consequences of disbelief.)”42  
Seeker-sensitive sermons in evangelical settings are more than self-help talks, 
however. The deity and work of Christ, the importance of Scripture and the need for 
repentance and conversion are core beliefs of amidst evangelicals. Consequently, the 
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need for personal conversion and an assent to core beliefs is communicated through 
sermons. However, it is unlikely that a seeker church would systematically preach 
through a set of doctrines, such as those of the Reformed tradition, and require members 
to assent to them.43 
 Theologically, the concepts of evangelism, incarnation and the mission of God 
undergird need-based sermons. Sermons that accommodate the seeker’s cultural context 
and address felt needs to better communicate God’s love and grace are incarnational in 
nature. God came to earth in human form to accommodate the needs of men and women. 
In Jesus, one can hear and understand what God is like. The depth of God’s love is seen 
in Christ’s death, and the power of God is seen in his resurrection. In the same way that 
that Jesus demonstrates God’s heart and character in ways human beings can see, hear 
and understand, felt-need sermons bring the good news of the gospel to seekers in words 
and images they can understand.  
Sermons that focus on the needs of the seeker with the goal of sharing the good 
news of Jesus Christ are evangelical. God’s mission in the world involves sharing the 
gospel in word and deed that all of creation might be restored and reconciled. The 
missional heart of God is seen when seekers are drawn to Christ through compelling 
music and sermons they can relate to and understand.  
 
Focused on Christ  
According to a 2014 survey of evangelical leaders, 84 percent agree that 
evangelical churches and Christians are less divided over differences in doctrinal 
                                                





distinctives than they were 25 years ago. “Instead, evangelicals are focusing on the 
majors as non-essential beliefs fade to the background.”44 However, some of the leaders 
surveyed commented that there is less emphasis today on theology in evangelical 
churches compared to the past, and, as a result, Evangelicals are less discerning regarding 
theological matters.45 The Barna Group reported the “Christian Church is becoming less 
theologically literate” in a report on a 2010 study. As an example Barna cited, “few 
adults believe that their faith is meant to be the focal point of their life or to be integrated 
into every aspect of their existence.”46 
Although CPC has been influenced by the Reformed tradition, Reformed 
distinctives are not emphasized and rarely taught. Instead, the focus is upon the core 
beliefs of the faith, which are in common with other evangelical churches. The phrase, 
“Let’s keep the main thing the main thing” is heard in staff meetings. Chosen for their 
gifts and evangelical convictions, preachers at CPC are not all seminary-trained and come 
from a variety of evangelical denominational backgrounds. Reformed distinctives are 
rarely the subject of sermons, and most of CPC’s members have a very rudimentary 
understanding of Reformed doctrine. The focus on core beliefs is seen through the way 
CPC deals with controversial issues. A CPC document developed for the new member 
class states, 
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Christ Presbyterian Church chooses to be defined by our core beliefs or 
theological center, rather than our stand on divisive issues. Therefore, we avoid 
creating a list of positions but rather seek to create an environment where these 
issues can be discussed and reasoned over. This does not mean that we stand for 
nothing. To the contrary, we firmly stand upon Christ, seeking the guidance of 
God’s word and the Spirit in all we do.   
At the heart of our faith is our common trust in Jesus Christ, in whom we 
find salvation alone. We affirm the faith of the Church universal as expressed in 
the Apostle’s Creed and believe that the Old and New Testaments are inspired by 
God, and authoritative in all matters of faith and practice.47 
 
Bebbington’s four characteristics of Biblicism, activism, conversionism and 
crucicentrism are evident at CPC but softened by seeker-sensitive language and 
sensibilities. Crucicentrism is seen in the proclamation of the atoning work of Christ on 
the cross, which is central to CPC’s mission. Programs and messages are geared toward 
bringing seekers, no matter where they are on their spiritual journey, into a personal 
relationship with Christ. The evangelical emphasis on conversion is reframed and 
communicated with less offensive language. Seekers are more often encouraged to 
commit their lives to Jesus than to convert to Christianity. The evangelical understanding 
of the authority of Scripture as the foundation for faith and understanding is also firmly 
held. Scripture is not always the focus of sermons, however. Instead, it is used to bolster 
thematic messages focused on the seeker’s needs. Activism is not a theological 
underpinning but rather a characteristic Bebbington states as common to evangelicals. 
Activism at CPC is the result of the Reformed understanding of God’s mission in the 
world. God is at work through the Church and the Spirit reconciling and restoring all of 
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creation. God’s people are encouraged to join in this work by sharing of the gospel in 
both word and deed.48 
Weakness of Reformed Heritage 
 This ministry focus paper is concerned with the formation of identity through the 
biblical narrative. The Reformed tradition insists upon the validity of both Old and New 
Testaments, and sermons are regularly preached from the breadth of Scripture. The 
concept of covenant and our place as God’s covenant people is traced through the biblical 
story. However, the tradition is unhelpful to the extent that it emphasizes an 
understanding of God, self and the world primarily through the lens of doctrine. John 
Calvin wrote a systematic treatise on the Christian faith that has informed Reformed 
doctrine throughout the centuries.49 The Book of Confessions, a collection of historic 
creeds, confessions, and catechisms, is part of the Constitution of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.).50 These non-narrative foundations were written to guide and inform a 
Church in which the biblical narrative was regularly read, taught and preached.  
Reformed preachers of the past generations favored expository sermons based 
upon the texts designated by the Common Lectionary. Larger narrative sections were 
broken into smaller texts and mined for their theological import rather than told in a way 
that allowed the hearer to enter the story. Preachers in the Reformed tradition preached 
according to the Lord’s Days of the Heidelberg Catechism. One author writes,  
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Following a prescribed pattern for preaching, such as the Common 
Lectionary provides, is certainly not a new concept in Reformed churches. For 
centuries pastors in the Calvinist tradition have preached sermons based on the 
consecutive Lord's Days of the Heidelberg Catechism. It's a practice called 
"catechetical preaching," and it grew out of the church's need to educate its people 
about the doctrines and standards that they professed.51 
 
Preaching theology and doctrine is important in forming a robust Christian 
understanding and identity. However, this type of preaching has tended to break the Bible 
up into smaller pieces and presents the Christian faith through abstract theological 
concepts. The biblical narrative contains the “raw material” from which theology and 
doctrinal concepts are derived. Unfortunately, doctrine has often overshadowed narrative 
in the shaping of Christian identity and understanding of God and world.52 
The PC(USA) has also supported the use of the three-year Revised Common 
Lectionary (RCL) in worship. Lectionary readings are included in the Presbyterian Book 
of Common Worship and in the Presbyterian Planning Calendar and Mission Yearbook 
published by the PC(USA).53 On Sundays and festival days, an Old Testament reading, 
Psalm, Epistle and Gospel reading are usually included. The three-year cycle of 
lectionary readings focuses on a different gospel, Matthew, Mark or Luke each year. The 
Gospel of John is included at certain times of each year.54 The RCL is designed to follow 
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the Church year and covers a wide variety of texts, keeping preachers and worship 
leaders from limiting preaching and public reading of Scripture to favorite passages. 
However, the RCL tends to break the biblical narrative into bite-sized portions rather than 
presenting the biblical narrative as a cohesive whole. CPC has not used the RCL in recent 
years to determine preaching texts, but the Presbyterian tradition in which CPC stands 
tends to offer the biblical account in bits and pieces rather than one overarching narrative. 
 
Weakness of Evangelical Seeker Church Model 
The Evangelical Seeker Church model emphasizes relevance to the culture and 
the felt needs of the unchurched. Sermon series are often selected to address the needs of 
those in the pews. Sermons that are designed to address felt needs often utilize the Bible 
as a resource to underscore the topical message. Larger narrative sections of Scripture are 
rarely preached upon, nor is the overarching biblical narrative presented. This is 
important because the Bible is often reduced to a helpful tool or resource for solving 
problems and successfully managing relationships and daily life, but not a larger story in 
which to participate and live.55 
Another weakness of the evangelical seeker model is the shaping influence of the 
secular culture. Some critics warn against the influence of pursuing relevance above all 
else, as this can warp the content of Christian theology. 56 This is important because the 
softening of language and accommodation of seeker sensibilities can misconstrue or 
avoid such doctrines such as sin, judgment or repentance.  
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In many seeker-churches there is little within the church that looks or feels 
different than that of the culture surrounding it. Market-driven values undergird and 
shape professionally produced worship services, messages and programs.57 A Christian 
identity and worldview that is at variance with that of the secular culture is not 
immediately discernable. This is relevant to this ministry focus project because regular 
attendees are often left biblically illiterate, ignorant of the basic narrative of Scripture. It 
is not uncommon for those who have been attending services or programs for years have 
no real understanding of what it means to live a life that is fully committed to God.58  
Another weakness of the evangelical seeker church model is the loss of tradition 
in the formation of Christian identity. The privatizing value in secular culture has placed 
individual choice and one’s personal relationship with Christ over a sense of community 
or communal identity connected with a larger tradition. Sargeant writes that tradition 
places “an individual’s personal narrative into a larger historical framework… To 
discount tradition completely, as most seeker churches do, is to embrace a modern 
conception of the self as completely autonomous. Such as view may impair the church’s 
ability to confer the identity of Christian upon its members.”59  The Reformed doctrine of 
the Church and believers as members of Christ’s body is in direct opposition to the 
modern idea of faith as a private individual affair.  
The seeker-church’s emphasis upon small groups as a vehicle for Christian 
formation also is problematic. Seeker-churches often reserve weekend messages for the 
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unchurched and point to small groups as the next step for those who want to grow deeper 
in faith. Small groups do meet the need for community, but will not challenge secular 
cultural assumptions if comprised of members who are largely biblically illiterate and 
unaware of Christian tradition or history.60 Historian Robert Wuthnow addresses this 
weakness stating, “the sacred comes to be associated with small insights that seem 
intuitively correct to the small group, rather than the wisdom accrued over the centuries 
in hermitages, seminaries, universities, congregations and church councils.”61 Indeed, the 
influence of secular culture so permeates Protestant churches that the Barna Group 
reported in 2014 that, “in spite of ‘Christian’ self-descriptions, more than one-third of 
America’s adults are essentially secular in belief and practice.”62  
The weaknesses of the seeker-church model speak to the importance of grounding 
members in the larger story of God. Secular values can be inadvertently communicated 
by mall-like venues, entertainment-oriented worship and felt-need sermons. Churches 
utilizing market-driven strategies can slip into defining success by the size of the crowd. 
The gospel becomes value-added to the lives of those whose secular worldview is never 
truly challenged.  
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Alternative Theological Traditions 
Alternative theological traditions are useful in providing insight into the 
development of this project. Judaism is a theological tradition in which identity, faith and 
worldview are anchored in a common biblical story. Secondly, the Narrative Lectionary 
(NL) is an alternative to seeker-church sermon series or the use of the RCL. Both of these 
alternatives will be explored as helpful correctives to the Reformed and Evangelical 
Seeker models. 
Judaism: The Storied People of God 
By definition, Judaism is more than a religion. It also encompasses the history and 
cultural traditions of a people with a shared history and ancestry. Today, many Jews 
claim to be secular or cultural Jews. They identify with the Jewish people on the basis of 
their heritage and cultural traditions but do not believe or practice the Jewish faith.63 
Regardless of religious belief, the shared history of the Jewish people is interlaced with 
God’s story as it is recorded in the Hebrew Scriptures. One author writes, “The Jewish 
people as a whole honors and cherishes the continuity of its historic memories of a 
hundred generations on which the founding fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, have set 
their edible patriarchal stamp. The Jew is never allowed to forget that his first known 
ancestors were shepherds, and their descendants slaves in Egypt.”64 
Breadth and diversity exist within the interpretation and practice of the Jewish 
religion, resulting in four major movements: Conservative, Orthodox, Reform and 
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Reconstructionist Judaism.65 For this paper, Jewish religious observances and practices of 
the religion as a whole are instructive as an alternative “storied” tradition to that of the 
Reformed tradition and evangelical seeker church.  
The Jewish calendar of religious observances shapes the Jewish faith, reminding 
adherents of their identity and history with God. Shabbat, or the Sabbath, is a weekly day 
of rest, prompting the community to imitate God, who rested on the seventh day of 
creation. It is also a reminder that they are no longer slaves who are forced to work but 
have been freed from Egypt by God. Hence, their shared history and identity is 
reinforced. Finally, observing Sabbath is seen by many to be a foretaste of life when the 
Messiah comes.66  
Many of the annual religious observances are festivals that retell Israel’s stories 
and history with God. A few examples explored here include the story-based festivals of 
Sukkot, Passover and Purim. Through these observances, adherents are encouraged to 
enter into their story with God and experience it anew. Identifying with the stories is so 
important that a common adage in Judaism states “All Jews should consider themselves 
as if they personally were led out of Egyptian slavery by Moses, stood before God at 
Mount Sinai and received the gift of the Torah.”67 
Sukkot is a weeklong celebratory festival in which families build and inhabit 
temporary shelters. The roof is usually a covering of branches that allows one to see the 
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heavens. The festival is based upon Leviticus 23:42-43 which states, “Live in temporary 
shelters for seven days: All native-born Israelites are to live in such shelters so your 
descendants will know that I had the Israelites live in temporary shelters when I brought 
them out of Egypt. I am the Lord your God.” The festival retells and recreates the 
experience of Israel’s 40-year sojourn in the wilderness.68 
Purim is a minor festival centering on the story of Esther. The story is read in the 
synagogue, and whenever the name of the villain Haman (boo, hiss) is mentioned, the 
congregation is instructed to drown out his name. The festival also involves carnival-like 
games, food and a parade of the children costumed as one of the characters in the story.69 
One author characterizes Passover as “the archetypal redemptive experience of 
the Jewish people, so central is it to historic and contemporary Jewish existence.”70 At the 
heart of the festival is the Seder meal in which the entire family is involved in retelling 
the Passover story. One hears anew of the Moses, the plagues, the blood of the Passover 
lamb and God’s deliverance from slavery. Particular foods are utilized in the storytelling, 
so the participants not only hear the story but also taste the salt of Israel’s tears, the 
bitterness of slavery and the unleavened bread that had no time to rise.71 The history and 
story of God are told and observed in ways that reinforce one's identity and worldview. 
In addition to the festivals, the emphasis upon Torah and knowledge of the text is 
foundational. The Torah has been the central text of the Jewish people throughout their 
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history. So revered is the text that it is still hand-copied onto parchment and kept as 
scrolls in the holy ark of Jewish sanctuaries.72 In synagogue worship services, the reading 
of the text involves two scriptural readings. The first reading is always from the first five 
books of the Hebrew Bible in an annualized cycle. The second reading relates to the first 
and is usually from the prophets.73   
 
Preaching the Grand Narrative 
The Narrative Lectionary (NL) is a contemporary attempt to organize preaching 
texts to cover the narrative sweep of the Bible on a yearly basis. Many mainline 
Protestant churches utilize the Revised Common Lectionary (RCL) as a teaching and 
preaching source. The RCL includes a broad range of texts organized thematically and 
according to the church year. According to one creator of the NL, thematically organized 
lections or sermon series “assume that the congregation already knows the broad biblical 
story from Genesis to Revelation.”74 Unfortunately, many actively engaged Christians do 
not know the broad shape of the biblical story spanning from creation and fall; through 
the election, exodus and exile of Israel; to the life, passion and resurrection of Jesus; and 
into the mission of the Church.75  
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Initiated in 2010 by Luther Seminary (St. Paul, MN) professors Rolf Jacobson and 
Craig Koester, the NL provides an alternative to the RCL.76 Arranged in a four-year 
cycle, the lectionary focuses on one preaching text and major story each week. According 
to the NL website: “They are arranged in a narrative sequence to help people see 
Scripture as a story that has coherence and a dynamic movement.” The creators of the NL 
write: 
Texts were selected that lead well to the proclamation of what God is doing. The 
stories tell of hope and disappointment, suffering and redemption. In all these 
varied contexts, we find God dealing with the complexities of human life. Stories 
from the gospels differ each year, avoiding repetition and highlighting what is 
distinctive about each gospel’s telling of the story of Jesus.77 
 
The academic program year in North America and the traditional church year 
were taken into account when framing the flow of the NL. Beginning in September, texts 
trace God’s story from Genesis and creation through the history of Israel, including the 
exodus, kings, prophets, exile and return. During Advent, the voices of the prophets are 
heard bringing hope into the darkness. Then, in mid-December, the texts follow the 
Church Year from Christmas and into Lent, Holy Week and Easter. During this time, one 
of the four gospels is the primary source of texts. Hence in four years, each of the gospels 
is preached. After Easter, the movement of God in the early church is heard through the 
epistles and the book of Acts, culminating in Pentecost. The weeks in the summer are not 
assigned texts, allowing preachers to focus non-narrative sections of Scripture. The 
creators of the NL have several proposed series and resources for the summer months. 
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Another effort in presenting the biblical story has been developed by Zondervan 
Publishing House. The Story is an abridged version of the Bible arranged in chronological 
order that has been written to read like a novel. This version of the biblical story 
incorporates transition text between Scripture to weave the story together. A website 
devoted to this abridged version of the biblical story claims, “As The Story brings the 
Bible to life, the broad scope of God’s message will penetrate hearts. People of all ages 
will be swept up in the story of God’s love and God’s plan for their lives.”78 
 The Story is highly produced and easy-to-use. It easily fits into seeker-churches 
that prefer topical sermon series. The chapters of the book can be divided up into a thirty-
one-week sermon series that spans the course of an academic year. Sermon outlines and 
ideas are available that help preachers tell the “upper story” of God and how it connects 
to the “lower story” of our lives. In conjunction with the book, Zondervan has developed 
a church resource kit, including curriculum and accompanying resources to guide adult 
groups and children through the biblical story. Their website includes training webinars, 
promotional videos for a church-wide campaign, music, and more.  
The goal of this ministry project is to invite those who hear the biblical story into 
another narrative, one that, according to N.T. Wright, subverts all other worldviews.79 
The fact that a publishing house dedicated to selling books has produced this resource 
raises questions for this author. The Story is devoted to conveying the sweep of the 
biblical story, yet as a highly developed commercial product appealing to modern 
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consumers, one wonders how effectively it will challenge and usurp the “late-modern 
grand narrative of consumerist individualism.”80  
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BIBLICAL NARRATIVE AND CHRISTIAN IDENTITY 
 
This chapter seeks to articulate a theology of the biblical narrative as foundational 
in forming Christian identity. In the Reformed tradition, the whole of Scripture informs 
and shapes identity and theological understanding. Biblical patterns of storytelling are 
seen in God’s command to tell and enact the stories of the Passover and the Lord’s 
Supper. Psalm 107 is a further example of how Israel remembers God’s faithfulness as 
they recite their communal story. Finally, story is a vehicle to convey truth and shape 
identity in a pluralistic society. 
 
Identity and the Reformed Tradition 
An understanding of the self is tied to the knowledge of God in the Reformed 
tradition. The first paragraph of the Institutes of Christian Religion, Calvin states: 
Nearly all the wisdom we possess, that is to say, true and sound wisdom, consists 
of two parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves. But, while joined by many 
bonds, which one precedes and brings forth the other is not easy to discern. In the 
first place, no one can look upon himself without immediately turning his 
thoughts to the contemplation of God, in whom he “lives and moves” (Acts 
17:28).1 
                                                







According to Calvin, a true understanding of self is dependent upon the degree to which 
one knows the God, who has created and redeemed the world. Likewise, the extent to 
which one knows God is related to their identity as a redeemed sinner, reliant on God’s 
grace. The two are bound together.2 Calvin’s premise that one’s identity is understood in 
light of the knowledge of God is foundational to this ministry focus project. God is made 
known through the Scriptures and revealed in the biblical story. To know God, and 
therefore one’s self, familiarity with the biblical story is critical. 
Throughout the ages, the Church has also witnessed to the fact that saving faith in 
Jesus Christ involves a conversion. The God in whom one “lives and moves” becomes 
the defining reality of the Christian’s life and the meaning of their world. This new reality 
is based on the knowledge of God and causes “the reinterpretation of one’s personal 
identity and the alteration of one’s daily existence.”3 The Apostle Paul implores the 
church in Rome “Do not be conformed to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by 
the renewing of your mind” (Rom 12:2). This is relevant because the renewing of one’s 
mind is facilitated through a familiarity with Scripture and the biblical story it contains. 
One’s identity is shaped and informed by Scripture and reinforced by the 
tradition’s confessions and creeds. Scripture speaks of God creating humankind in his 
image for fellowship with God and each other (Gn 1:27). Those who trust in Christ are 
sinners redeemed by grace and adopted into God’s family (Eph 2: 8-19). Through the 
power of the Holy Spirit, one receives new life as a new creation and is called to be co-
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laborer with God in the ministry of reconciliation (2 Cor 5:17-18). The Westminster 
Catechism speaks to the purpose for which humankind was created, a puzzle central to 
one’s identity. The first question of the Catechism is, “What is the chief and highest end 
of man?” The answer, “Man’s chief and highest end is to glorify God, and fully enjoy 
him forever.”4 One’s identity and purpose are tied to one’s knowledge and relationship 
with God.  
The Scriptures witness to a radical change of identity when one comes into a faith 
relationship with God. “Once you were not a people, but now you are the people of  God; 
once you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy.” (1 Peter 2:10) “But 
thanks be to God that, though you used to be slaves to sin, you have come to obey from 
your heart the pattern of teaching that has now claimed your allegiance. You have been 
set free from sin and have become slaves to righteousness.” (Roman 6:17-18) “But now 
in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near by the blood of 
Christ.” (Ephesians 2:13) “For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the 
Lord. Live as children of light.” (Ephesians 5:8). In the same way, hymns like Amazing 
Grace declare, “I once was lost, but now am found, was blind, but now I see.” Scripture, 
the Reformed tradition and the hymnody of the Church witness to a radical change of 
identity when one becomes a Christian. 
 
Identity and Story 
 Scholars from a range of subject areas, including biology, philosophy, 
psychology, sociology and theology have pointed to the relationship of personal identity 
                                                






and narrative. The methodology of inquiry varies in these disciplines, but scholars from 
each have concluded that people make sense of their lives as a narrative or collection of 
stories.5 Theologian Stephen Crites argues in his essay “The Narrative Quality of 
Experience,” that, “The formal quality of experience through time is inherently 
narrative.”6  Consequently, one’s identity is understood through the lens of the story in 
which one lives. “Even when it is largely implicit, not vividly self-conscious, our sense of 
ourselves is at every moment to some extent integrated into a single story.”7 
 Philosopher Paul Ricoeur speaks of personal identity as a “narrative identity,” 
which grows out of the story one tells about their life. This narrative identity is not static, 
but is revised as the story of one’s life progresses, and new experiences are encountered.8 
Philosopher Charles Taylor also affirms the importance of story in understanding 
identity. He states that a “basic condition of making sense of ourselves (is) that we grasp 
our lives in a narrative.”9 Taylor posits that it is a structural requirement for human 
agency to understand our lives in the context of “an unfolding story.”10 
Cognitive psychologist Roger Schank connects human intelligence and 
understanding to story. Human experience is essentially narrative, occurring within the 
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context of time, with events occurring before and after other events. In accessing 
experience cognitively, one must engage a story. Understanding occurs when stories or 
events are accessed to create explanations. Intelligence involves retrieving stories and 
experiences from one’s past and applying them to new situations in creative ways. 
Schank writes, “Knowledge, then, is experiences and stories, and intelligence is the apt 
use of experience and the creation of telling stories.”11 
Clinical psychologist Oliver Sacks claims, “We have, each of us, a life-story, an 
inner narrative – whose continuity, whose sense, is our lives. It might be said that each of 
us constructs and lives, a ‘narrative’ and that this narrative is us, our identities.”12 
Psychologists John Winslade and Gerald Monk posit that people view life with a 
“narrative perception.” Story is the lens through which people view and make sense of 
the world, their lives and relationships. They write: “The narrative perception is that 
people tend to organize their experiences in story form. The narrative metaphor draws 
attention to the ways in which we use stories to make sense of our lives and relationships. 
People grow up amid a multitude of competing narratives that help shape how they see 
themselves and others.”13 Hence, there is widespread agreement across several disciplines 
that people understand themselves and their identity in the context of story. Theologian 
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Rolf Jacobson writes, “The consensus is that the warp and woof of human identity is 
narrative. Simply put: We are our stories.”14 
 
Worldview and Metanarrative 
Human beings make sense of their lives not only through their personal narratives 
but also through a larger background story that interprets the world in which they live. 
Theologians Bartholomew and Goheen write that the larger, foundational stories of a 
culture provide “an understanding of our whole world and of our own place within it. 
These have been called ‘grand narratives,’ ‘grand stories,’ or ‘metanarratives.’ Each of us 
(whether we’re conscious of it or not) has one. To frame and give shape and meaning to 
our experience of life, all of us depend upon some particular story.”15  
A metanarrative can be defined as “a global or totalizing cultural narrative schema 
which orders and explains knowledge and experience.”16 In other words, the 
metanarrative interprets and frames smaller stories and knowledge into a larger whole. 
Crites calls these foundational stories “sacred stories” because they structure one’s 
understanding of the world. They “are not like monuments that men behold, but like 
dwelling-places. People live in them.”17 
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A worldview is similar to a metanarrative in function. James Sire defines a 
worldview as “a commitment, a fundamental orientation of the heart, that can be 
expressed as a story or in a set of presuppositions (assumptions which may be true, 
partially true or entirely false) which we hold (consciously or subconsciously, 
consistently or inconsistently) about the basic make-up of our world.”18 Adherents may 
express a worldview as a philosophical framework. However worldview functions as a 
metanarrative in that it is the lens through which one makes sense of the world. 
This brief survey supports the thesis of the ministry focus paper. If human beings 
understand and engage the world through the context of story, then the story of God is 
essential to the development of a biblical worldview. If narrative is the vehicle through 
which human beings make sense of their lives and relationships, then the biblical 
narrative is of critical importance to the development of a Christian identity. Christian 
identity, purpose and understanding result as one enfolds one’s story within the larger 
story of God.  
 
Competing Stories 
In Western culture, different stories are competing with one another for 
allegiance. These worldviews are often hidden from view and rarely encountered as a 
coherent whole, but one experiences them within schools, homes and the marketplace, 
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through the media and in everyday conversation. The critical question that one must ask 
in a pluralist society is “What is the real story of which my life a part?”19  
Lesslie Newbigin describes the two dominant stories competing in western culture 
as the humanist story and the story of God told in the Bible.20 Theologian Walter 
Brueggemann encourages the church to provide an alternative script, which is the biblical 
story, to counter the dominant script told in society today. He describes the dominant 
script as “the script of therapeutic, technological, consumerist militarism that permeates 
every dimension of our common life.”21 Wilkens and Sanford suggest eight hidden 
cultural stories influencing individuals living in American culture. Competing with a 
Christian worldview are those of individualism, consumerism, nationalism, moral 
relativism, scientific naturalism, the New Age (spirituality without religion), postmodern 
tribalism and salvation by therapy.22  
Researchers Christian Smith and Melinda Denton studied religious beliefs and 
practice in American teenagers through the National Study of Youth and Religion 
(NSYR). The 2005 study reveals that a connection to a faith community does not 
necessarily foster Christian identity. Instead, teenagers in America default to what the 
researchers named “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism.” The following statements comprise 
this view: “God created, ordered and watches over humanity; God wants people to be 
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good, nice and fair; The goal of life is to be happy and feel good about oneself; God 
doesn’t need to be involved in one’s life except when needed to resolve a problem; and 
Good people go to heaven when they die.”23  
Unwittingly, congregations have begun to communicate a faith that is more 
palatable to the culture at large. Smith and Denton are not positing that Moralistic 
Therapeutic Deism is a full-fledged religion, but rather that it is assimilated in degrees 
and mixed into the more traditional understandings. It functions somewhat as a parasite, 
creeping in to distort and displace orthodox understanding.24 They write:  
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is, in the context of their own congregations and 
denominations, actively displacing the substantive traditional faiths of 
conservative, black, and mainline Protestantism, Catholicism, and Judaism in the 
Untied States. It may be the new mainstream American religious faith for our 
culturally post-Christian, individualistic, mass-consumer capitalist society.25   
 
The idea of conversion to a new identity and worldview has given way to 
Christianity as a therapeutic “add on” to make life better. Kendra Creasy Dean writes, 
“Teenagers tend to approach religious participation, like sports and music, as an 
extracurricular activity: a good, well-rounded thing to do, but unnecessary for an 
integrated life.”26 Terri Elton writes of the influence of the prevailing story of 
consumerism in the culture. When seen through the lens of consumerism, the promises of 
God are reduced to another commodity. She writes that Christian identity is 
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“countercultural, and unless we help young people frame their identity within a Christian 
narrative, young people are left to see faith and Christianity as another commodity to 
consume.”27  
Unfortunately, the modern Church has not been effective in telling the story of 
God as a coherent whole. According to Bartholomew and Goheen, the Church has 
divided the Bible into fragmented pieces, including “moral bits, systematic-theological 
bits, devotional bits, historical-critical bits, narrative bits, and homiletical bits.”28 The 
larger grand narrative of the biblical story is lost and with it the power to “withstand the 
power of the comprehensive humanist narrative that shapes our culture.” The pieces and 
fragments of the Bible are then easily accommodated into the larger cultural humanist 
story that shapes lives and identity.29  
 
The Christian Worldview 
Christianity is not simply a philosophical system comprised of propositional 
truths. Rather it is a worldview rooted in the story of God interacting with humanity and 
creation.30 As we read or hear the biblical story, we are invited to enter into the grand 
narrative. The worldview that is offered within this overarching story “claims to explain 
the way things are, how they have come to be so, and what they will ultimately be.”31 
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N.T. Wright states that rather than an individualistic private truth, the biblical 
story “offers a story which is the story of the whole world. It is public truth.”32 The 
biblical story is universal. It is not limited to one ethnic group, nation or even religion. 
Rather, it tells of how all things were created and ends with the renewal of all creation. It 
interprets and gives meaning to cosmic history. “It, therefore, makes a comprehensive 
claims; our stories, our reality – indeed all of human and non-human reality – must find 
its place in this story.”33 
Christopher Wright comments that the story in the Old Testament is told as the 
story that will ultimately include all of time, creation and humanity. Wright posits four 
questions inherent in all worldviews. These include, “Where are we?” “Who are we?” 
“What has gone wrong?” and “What is the solution?” The Old Testament story answers 
all four. Where are we? Human beings dwell on the earth, which is part of God’s good 
creation. Who are we? Human beings are made in God’s image, unique among God’s 
creatures. What has gone wrong? The disruption in the world is the result of humanity’s 
rebellion and disobedience against God. Finally, What is the solution? God initiates a 
solution in the Old Testament. God has chosen to work through the people of Israel to 
bless all the people of the earth and eventually renew all of creation.34 Wright notes that 
the Old Testament story points to a universal future that includes every nation and 
people. The story continues in the New Testament, reaching its climax in Jesus Christ and 
anticipating the promise of a new creation in Revelation. The point here is that the 
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biblical story, is “a rendering of reality – an account of the universe we inhabit and of the 
new creation we are destined for. We live in a storied universe.”35 
 
A Call to Tell the Story 
Robert Weber collaborated with over three hundred pastors and theologians to 
craft a Call to an Ancient-Evangelical Future in which he states, “Today, as in the 
ancient era, the Church is confronted by a host of master narratives that contradict and 
compete with the gospel. The pressing question is: who gets to narrate the world?”36  
Among other things, the Call to an Ancient-Evangelical Future challenges the Church to: 
“turn away from modern theological methods that reduce the gospel to mere propositions, 
and from contemporary pastoral ministries so compatible with culture that they 
camouflage God’s story or empty it of its cosmic and redemptive meaning. In a world of 
competing stories, we call Evangelicals to recover the truth of God’s word as the story of 
the world, and to make it the centerpiece of Evangelical life.”37 
Robert Jenson, in How the World Lost its Story writes, “It is the whole mission of 
the church to speak the gospel ... to tell the biblical narrative to the world in proclamation 
and to God in worship, and to do so in a fashion appropriate to the content of that 
narrative.”38 Old Testament theologian Gerhard von Rad agrees that the biblical story 
should not be reduced to theological themes or doctrine. He writes, “It would be fatal to 
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our understanding of Israel’s witness if we were to arrange it from the outset on the basis 
of theological categories ... re-telling remains the most legitimate form of theological 
discourse on the Old Testament.”39 
Christian identity is rooted in a biblical worldview, yet even engaged Christians 
do not know the basic outline of the biblical narrative.40 The importance of intentionally 
retelling the story of God is critical to the mission of the church. Jacobson writes, “In 
these stories and in the biblical story writ large, God the great storyteller comes alongside 
of us and offers us a better story. A story that tells us who we really are and makes 
promises that bestow a new identity on us.”41 
 
Biblical Patterns Of Storytelling 
The preceding portion of this chapter has argued for telling the overarching story 
of the Bible. Eugene Peterson writes, “The Bible is basically and overall a narrative, an 
immense, sprawling, capacious narrative. Stories hold pride of place in revealing God 
and God's way to us.”42 The purpose of retelling is to counter worldviews in the 
surrounding culture with the real story of the world found in the Bible. The purpose of 
this section is to lift up examples of storytelling within the larger biblical narrative itself. 
Psalms 105 and 106 retell the stories of ancient Israel, recounting God’s faithfulness and 
miraculous deeds. In Psalm 107, God’s people are encouraged to tell their stories of 
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God’s redemption. Exodus 12 commands them to retell the Exodus story for generations 
to come. Finally, Jesus uses parables as a form of storytelling that instructs and 
challenges those who hear. 
 
Psalms 105 and 106: Remembering the Story 
Psalms 105 and 106 recount the story of Israel from the covenant that God made 
with Abraham to the people entering into the Promised Land. Psalm 105 recounts God’s 
faithfulness during this time frame while Psalm 106 focuses on Israel’s unfaithfulness.  
The first stanza of Psalm 105 (vv. 1-6) is a call to praise and give thanks to God 
by remembering, telling and making known the deeds of God. The psalmist instructs, 
“Make known his deeds among the peoples” (v.1), “Tell of his wonderful works” (v. 2), 
and “Remember the wonderful works he has done” (v. 5). Generation after generation, 
Israel is called to tell and remember the stories of God’s history with them as a people.  
The theme of the psalm appears in the second stanza (vv. 7-11) where God’s 
covenant with his people is mentioned three times.43 The covenant made with Abraham is 
an everlasting covenant (v. 10), lasting for a thousand generations (v.8) and all 
Abraham’s children (v. 6) are included in its promise. God fulfills his covenant promise 
of land to Abraham (v. 1) when Israel takes possession of the land at the close of the 
psalm (vv. 42-44). 
The body of Psalm 105 is an account of God’s miraculous deeds in dealing with 
Israel. They are listed in a narrative or chronological manner, according to the accounts in 
Genesis and Exodus. Beginning with Abraham (vv. 7-16), the psalmist then tells the story 
                                                





of Joseph (vv. 16-25), Moses and the Egyptian plagues (vv. 26-36), followed by the 
wilderness wanderings (vv. 37-41) and finally Israel’s entry into the Promised Land (vv. 
42-44).44 This select history highlights God’s faithful presence among the people of 
Israel, sustaining them when they have no ability to save themselves. These miracles are 
remembered and retold so future generations will not forget their history, their identity, 
and the faithfulness of God. This will lead result in a grateful obedience to Torah (v. 
45).45  
Psalm 106 is related to Psalm 105. Both tell of Israel’s history in Egypt, the 
wilderness and the Promised Land. While Psalm 105 focuses on God’s deeds, the focus 
in Psalm 106 is upon the rebellious deeds of Israel. After opening in praise to God, Psalm 
106 quickly enters into a confession of Israel’s sin against God throughout their history. 
The psalmist recounts Israel’s disobedience first in Egypt (vv. 7-12), followed by the 
wilderness (vv.13-33) and finally in the Promised Land (vv. 24-48).46 Israel was forgetful 
of the miraculous deeds of God. The importance of remembering and not forgetting are 
clear. In verse 4, the psalmist asks God to “remember me.” Verse 7 declares, “Our 
ancestors, when they were in Egypt, did not consider your wonderful works; they did not 
remember the abundance of your steadfast love.” Despite their rebellion, God saved them 
and delivered them “for his name’s sake, so that he might make known his mighty 
power” (v.8). “But they soon forgot his works” (v. 13) and rebelled again. Thankfully, 
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“For their sake, he remembered his covenant, and showed compassion according to the 
abundance of his steadfast love” (v. 45). 
These two psalms remind Israel that God has been faithful in the past, and the 
love of God is everlasting. There is a reason to praise God and to hope for the future 
deliverance and salvation. It is also instructive to this ministry project. Remembering and 
reciting God’s mighty acts and faithfulness reinforces the community’s identity as God’s 
people as well as faith in the one who remembers his covenant promises.   
 
Psalm 107: Stories of Redemption 
In Psalm 107, those who have been redeemed from trouble by God are 
encouraged to gather together and “tell their story” (v. 2). The bulk of the psalm includes 
stories of God rescuing those in distress. Some wandered in desert wastelands (v.4), some 
sat in utter darkness and gloom (v. 10), some were sin-sick (v. 17) and some were caught 
up in storms on the sea (vv. 25-27). In all four of these situations, “they cried to the 
LORD in their trouble, and he saved them from their distress” (vv. 6, 13, 19, 28). God 
rescued them, and in each case the redeemed are encouraged to “give thanks the LORD 
for his unfailing love, and his wonderful deeds for humankind” (vv. 8, 15, 21, 31). 
In each of the four cases of distress and rescue, the redeemed are encouraged to 
“give thanks” to God. The word ‘thank’ (ydh) also can be translated “confess” or 





the story of need and rescue.”47 Hence, giving thanks involves telling the story of rescue 
for which one is grateful.  
In the next section of the psalm (vv. 33-41), God “turned rivers into a desert 
(v.33), turned the desert into pools of water (v. 35) and raised up the needy out of their 
affliction (v.41). Ultimately, this psalm speaks of God’s sovereignty and humanity’s 
dependence upon God for life.48 Psalm 107 exhorts the people of God to retell the stories 
of their redemption by God in thanks for their deliverance. This type of storytelling is not 
necessarily a recital of God’s acts in ancient history, but encouragement for the redeemed 
to retell their stories of deliverance to the glory of God.  
 
Exodus 12:14-20; 25-27: Retell the Story 
In the middle of the excitement surrounding the departure of the Hebrew slaves 
from Egypt, God institutes a lasting ordinance; the Israelites are to remember and retell 
their deliverance from slavery for all time. “This is a day you are to commemorate; for 
the generations to come you shall celebrate it as a festival to the Lord—a lasting 
ordinance” (v. 14). The specifics for an annual seven-day festival of Unleavened Bread 
and the Passover meal are given in a fair amount of detail. This celebration is instituted 
for the sake of the generations to come. “And when your children ask you, ‘What does 
this ceremony mean to you?’ then tell them, ‘It is the Passover sacrifice to the Lord, who 
passed over the houses of the Israelites in Egypt and spared our homes when he struck 
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down the Egyptians’”(vv. 26-27). The Israelites are retelling the story of God’s 
deliverance and Israel’s freedom slavery to their children. It is not just a reminder of what 
God has done, but each generation is called to participate in the story as it is ritualized in 
the meal. According to the Mishnah, “In every generation a man must so regard himself 
as if he came forth himself out of Egypt.”49  
In the telling, the identity of God’s redeemed people is impressed upon the 
participants. All who partake in the Passover ritual knows of God’s saving and liberating 
power. The Passover meal is experiential, and as the narrative is retold and re-enacted, 
the past becomes a part of the community’s shared identity. One Old Testament scholar 
writes, “No festival of the Hebrew Bible better epitomizes the ritualization of the past in 
order to shape and preserve group identity than does the Passover in relation to the 
memory of exodus.”50  The importance of retelling the stories of God from one 
generation to the next is highlighted in these passages. The identity of God’s people is 
formed as they retell, remember and experience the liberating stories of God again.  
 
Parables of Jesus 
Jesus was a master storyteller. The recorded stories of Jesus in the Gospels are not 
historical recitals of God’s mighty acts. Rather they are smaller narratives that focus on 
the common things surrounding the people who heard them. The larger story of God, 
which was known to the Jewish audiences, functioned as the backdrop for his stories. 
One New Testament scholar writes, “Jesus told his grand narrative in piecemeal fashion, 
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not as a story in which he was the supernatural hero, but in a series of insights, short 
stories, and episodic performances, all of which were geared to the lives of common 
people.”51 
According to Mark 4:34, “He did not say anything to them without using a 
parable. But when he was alone with his own disciples, he explained everything.” 
Approximately 35 percent of what Jesus is recorded as having said in the synoptic 
gospels is in the form of parables. In Luke, the percentage rises to 52 percent and in 
Matthew it is 43 percent.52 These small stories are built around images that the hearer 
could relate to and would easily remember. Jesus’ stories involve seeds, lost coins, 
bridesmaids, yeast, lamps, sheep and wheat. They are not particularly religious stories, 
but invite hearers into the narrative, allowing them to identify with a character or the 
action in the plot.53  The simplest are images; "No one lights a lamp and puts it in a place 
where it will be hidden, or under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, so that those who 
come in may see the light” (Luke 11:33); or “Woe to you, teachers of the law and 
Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on the 
outside but on the inside are full of the bones of the dead and everything unclean” 
(Matthew 23:27). Many are extended similes, “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure 
hidden in a field. When a man found it, he hid it again, and then in his joy went and sold 
all he had and bought that field. Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking 
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for fine pearls. When he found one of great value, he went away and sold everything he 
had and bought it” (Matthew 13:44-46). 
Others stories utilize allegory, such as the parable of the wicked tenants in Luke 
20:9-16 or the great banquet in Luke 14:15-24. These images and stories provoke an 
unexpected insight or realization. One author describes this as opening “small windows 
through which ordinary people may review their own stories against the light of the 
dominant myth.”54 The lasting power of Jesus’ stories is seen in their ability to jar readers 
are hearers today to rethink their assumptions and understanding of the “way things are.” 
Hence, Jesus taught and preached in a way that challenged the worldview of his hearers 
who thought they understood God’s ways.  
 
                                                





























GOALS AND PLAN 
 
This chapter outlines the goals and ministry plan that was developed to foster 
Christian identity in CPC members. The theological implications of the ministry are 
discussed, and the objectives of the ministry pilot project are articulated. The strategy 
used to encourage the formation of Christian identity through an awareness of the grand 
narrative of the Bible is presented, including the course content, resources, target 
audience and leadership.  
 
Theological Implications 
In today’s culture, both churched and unchurched individuals are often unfamiliar 
with the biblical story. Seeker-sensitive churches craft sermon series appealing to the felt 
needs of worshippers, utilizing the Bible as a resource, but rarely present the overarching 
redemptive narrative. As a result, many continue to be shaped by a secular humanistic 
worldview. Involvement in the Christian faith is seen as an optional therapeutic add-on to 
make life better. A worldview is a lens or framework through which one makes sense of 
one's purpose and role in the world. It informs one's values and identity. A Christian 
identity is shaped by the worldview found in the biblical narrative. Consequently, a 
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familiarity with the biblical story is essential to understanding one's purpose and identity. 
This ministry project is designed to familiarize adult members at CPC with God’s story 
with the goal of encouraging the development of a Christian identity and worldview 




This ministry project involves five primary objectives. The first is to present 
twelve key themes that arise the biblical narrative. These themes included: Creation, Fall, 
Covenant, Exodus, Sinai/Law, Conquest, Kings, Exile, Christ, Cross, Church and 
Eternity. The second objective of this project is to utilize creative storytelling in the 
presentation to draw participant into the stories. Framing the events as part of one 
coherent redemptive story from Genesis to Revelation constitutes the third objective of 
the project. The fourth objective is to encourage internalization of the stories by student 
participation in the telling and retelling of the stories. The fifth goal of the project is for 
class participants to reflect upon and articulate their role in God’s continuing story.  
 
Content Of Strategy 
This section lays out the specific strategy that was developed to facilitate 
engagement with the overarching biblical story to adults at CPC. A twelve-week class 
was designed tracing the major movements of the biblical narrative. (See Appendix A.) 
These stories were told using creative storytelling techniques such as first person dramas 
and the involvement of students as characters. Reflection on the narrative and its 
application to contemporary life was encouraged by discussion, retelling and reflection. 
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In addition to storytelling, the class incorporated experiential components and offered 
background study resources and homework assignments. 
 
Twelve-week Class on the Biblical Narrative  
A twelve-week adult curriculum was developed to present an overview of the 
biblical narrative. In addition to the twelve class sessions, an introductory session to 
present the goals and purposes of the class and a follow-up meeting for evaluation and 
review were included in the schedule. The curriculum was divided into twelve weeks, 
each focusing upon one of the key story themes in the biblical narrative. The story themes 
and scripture texts were based upon those presented in “The Story of God, the Story of 
Us,” by Sean Gladding.1  
The twelve key story themes were presented in chronological order and tied to 
events in the biblical story. Week one focused on the subject of creation and told the 
story of the creation of the world by God through the narrative recorded in Genesis 1 and 
2. In Genesis, the understanding of God as Creator and sustainer of all things and the 
identity and purpose of humankind is presented in story form. Humanity is made in 
God’s image for fellowship with one another and with God. God calls men and women to 
steward the resources of the earth.  
Week two focused on the theme of the fall and told the story of Genesis 3. The 
story of the first human beings rebellion against God and the consequences of their sin 
for all of creation were presented. The theme of week three was the covenant and God’s 
promise to Abraham and Sarah. The story was told of how God chose a family through 
                                                
1 Sean Gladding, The Story of God, the Story of Us: Getting Lost and Found in the Bible (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2010).  
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whom he would bless the nations. Abraham and Sarah were called to trust God to provide 
a son in impossible circumstances and believe the promise that they would be as many as 
the stars. This narrative was based on the accounts in Genesis 12, 15-18 and 21-22. A 
vision of hope and healing for all creation was given. 
The fourth week told the story of Israel’s deliverance from slavery in Egypt based 
upon the story recorded in Exodus 1-15. The stories of Moses’ call, the plagues and 
Israel’s escape to the wilderness through the Red Sea were all part of God’s great rescue. 
These events shaped the people’s identity, their understanding of God and his mission in 
the world.  
The fifth week, the people of God came to Mount Sinai and the theme of God’s 
law is explored. God’s law shapes the people’s relationship with God, their identity as his 
people, and the mission to which they are called. This story was based on the narrative in 
Exodus 16-40, Numbers 9-14, and Deuteronomy 26-34. 
The sixth week explored the theme of conquest. The Israelites entered the land of 
Canaan, promised to them by God. They settle in the land but were unfaithful to God’s 
law. The stories presented involved the entry into Canaan and the conquest of Jericho. 
Deborah’s story was told as an example of the judges who provided leadership for the 
tribes if Israel. These stories were based upon Judges 1-8 and Joshua 1-24.  
Week seven focused upon the story of Samuel and the first three kings of Israel, 
Saul, David and Solomon. The texts utilized to build the story include I Samuel 1-31; 2 
Samuel 1-12; 1 Kings 1-11 The judge, prophet and priest Samuel ushered in this new 
chapter in Israel’s story. The story of Hannah was presented in the first person, based 
upon 1 Samuel 1- 2. Following Hannah and Samuel, the stories of King Saul and his 
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demise and King David’s triumphs and failings were told. King Solomon’s building of 
the temple and amassing of wealth and wives concluded the story of the unified kingdom. 
Week eight explored the theme of rebellion and the exile of God’s people. 
Following Solomon’s reign, the kingdom split into the northern kingdom of Israel and the 
southern kingdom of Judah. After repeated warnings, the northern kingdom was 
conquered, and the northern ten tribes were carried off to Assyria where they were 
absorbed into that culture. Jerusalem was later ransacked, and the southern kingdom was 
sent into exile in Babylon for seventy years. During this era, prophets such as Ezekiel, 
Isaiah and Jeremiah spoke to the people, bringing words of warning and hope. This 
section of the story was built upon large narrative sections of scripture from 1 Kings 12-
19; 2 Kings 2-5; 17-25, Isaiah 1; 5-7; 38-43; 51-53; 64; and Ezekiel 4-11; 34-37. A brief 
narrative of the return from exile to Jerusalem was told in week nine. This was not the 
theme of the session but reflected an era after Babylon fell and the people returned to 
Jerusalem. Nehemiah led the effort to rebuild the city’s walls and under Ezra’s leadership 
a less glorious temple was built. These stories were based upon Ezra 1-6, 9-10 and 
Nehemiah 1-13.  
The theme of week nine was Jesus Christ. The birth story of Jesus was told, along 
with the narrative of his life as a rabbi and miracle worker in Israel. Jesus’ good news of 
the kingdom was told and demonstrated through his words and actions. The life of Jesus 
was told based upon Matthew 1-20; Mark 1-10; Luke 1:1-19:27 and John 1:1-12:11. 
Week ten told the story of Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection. The last Passover meal 
supper that shared with his disciples was followed by his betrayal, wrongful arrest and 
death. The first day of the week following Jesus’ burial resulted in amazement when the 
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disciples saw the risen Christ. This story was retold based upon the passion texts in the 
gospels including Matthew 21-28; Mark 11:1-16:8; Luke 19:28-24:53 and John 12:12-
21:25. 
The theme of week eleven was the early church. The community that was formed 
through the power of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost became the church. Paul’s dramatic 
conversion story was told. The gospel was spread throughout the known world, and 
God’s mission advanced through the church as God’s people continued to heal and 
restore, preach and tell the wonderful news of God’s kingdom come in Jesus Christ. 
These stories were based on texts from Acts 1-15; 1 Peter 2; 1 Corinthians 1-16; 
Philippians 1-4. 
 Week twelve focused upon eternity or the consummation of all things. The story 
of John’s vision of a new creation restored and complete was told based upon Revelation 
1-22. This session also explored the part of the story in which the contemporary Church 
lives. God has been writing this part of the story through the Church as it forgives, heals 
and restores. Those who live under God’s reign participate in God’s mission as it 
progresses toward a new heaven and earth. 
 
Teaching through Creative Storytelling 
The class sessions were not a series of lectures but instead the content was 
communicated in narrative form. The author utilized settings and fictional narrative 
voices found in Sean Gladding’s book “The Story of God, the Story of Us.”2 The setting 
for the retelling of the Old Testament stories was Babylon in the sixth century B.C.E. As 
                                                
2  Sean Gladding, The Story of God, the Story of Us, 13. 
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the Israelites gathered by the river, elders from the community narrated the stories, lest 
the people forget who they were and from whence they came.  
The class participants were asked to imagine themselves as the people of Israel in 
exile gathered on Shabbat evening to hear their stories retold. They moved into a 
darkened room and sat around a “campfire” made from a large group of candles at the 
center of the circle. At times, pine incense was also burned with the candles. Two elders, 
a man and a woman, told of the creation, the fall, of Abraham and Sarah and God’s 
covenant promises. They continued to tell, week after week, of slavery and freedom, of 
Mt. Sinai and the Promised Land, of conquest, judges, kings and finally, of the exile. The 
narrative voices were all fictional characters. Other voices in Babylon were included as 
well, such as a young girl who asked penetrating questions and a musician who sang from 
the Psalms about the exile and Zion.  
In the first few weeks, this author told the stories. Storyboards were created and 
utilized to enhance memory. The students participated by reading Psalms or singing 
together. As the weeks progressed, students were asked to take on roles as fictional 
characters. These characters asked or answered questions or remembered part of the story 
based upon a written script. One week, this author appeared in costume as the biblical 
character Hannah and told the story of Samuel’s birth in first person. 
The setting and narrative voices changed for the New Testament stories. A 
fictional woman gathered a house church or “ekklesia” in her home. The class 
participants were ushered into this woman’s courtyard illuminated by candles. 
Participants took on roles of the fictional characters, both seekers and believers in Jesus. 
The story of Jesus’ birth, his teachings and miracles, his death and resurrection, and the 
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beginnings of the church were told from this setting. The fictional woman who headed 
the ekklesia celebrated the Lord’s Supper and the group participated in communion, 
prayer and praised God together in psalms and hymns.  
The last week of the class involved a change of setting and narrative voice. The 
class participants gathered in secret in Rome. The room was dark except for a few 
candles. Class participants took on the roles in the story, reading and performing the 
script. The main narrative voice told of the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem and 
read portions of John’s letter to the seven churches that spoke of a new heaven and a new 
earth.   
 
Discussion, Reflection And Application   
The course involved interaction with the narrative following the storytelling. 
When time permitted, the participants were given questions to ponder before sharing their 
insights. Participants shared answers in pairs or subgroups, sometimes with the larger 
class if time permitted. The questions encouraged reflection on the stories told. Most 
often, participants were asked to reflect on what stood out for them in the narrative and to 
voice any questions they had regarding the story that was told. Reflection was also 
encouraged by asking class members to imagine themselves in the story. Application 
questions asked how the story told might connect with their lives, identity and place in 
God’s story.  
The group met in a community room before entering into the darkened room 
devoted to storytelling. During the community portion of the class, class members 
greeted one another, shared prayer concerns and prayed for one another. On most weeks, 
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this author would ask the community to review the storyline before they entered the 
storytelling room. Consequently, the participants retraced the biblical narrative on a 
regular basis. Maps of the biblical journey were also used to help remind class members 
of the storyline. 
 
Activities, Homework Assignments and Reading Schedule 
Class participants were given a suggested schedule of scripture readings that 
coincided with the stories for each week. This schedule was based upon the scripture 
readings in The Story of God, the Story of Us.3 (See Appendix A.) The participants were 
encouraged to complete the suggested scripture readings before each week’s story as they 
provided background for the stories being told.  
As a result of the reflection activities following the storytelling, several other 
activities and assignments were developed. Participants were interested in how the 
plagues related to the Egyptian gods. Consequently, this author researched and provided a 
handout on the various gods and goddesses and the corresponding plagues. Also, maps of 
the biblical journey, as well as timelines of the kings and prophets, were provided as 
resources. Another activity focused upon understanding worldview. The class 
participants were given seven questions to ponder related to worldview. These questions 
were taken from the article “What’s Your Worldview?” by Tracy Munsil.4 The 
discussion included questions about the nature and the origin of human beings, what 
                                                
3 Sean Gladding, The Story of God, the Story of Us, 245. 
 
4 Tracy F. Munsil, "What's Your Worldview?" http://www.focusonthefamily.com/faith/christian-
worldview/whats-a-christian-worldview/whats-your-worldview# (accessed July 26, 2015). 
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happens to human beings after death and the basis of ethics and morality. The leaders of 
the Credo community led the worldview discussion with the class participants. 
Three additional activities were added to the twelve-week class. One session 
before the launch of the storytelling sequence was set aside to introduce the participants 
to the nature and goals of the class and this author’s project. On the Sunday following the 
last class, an evaluation was given to the class members to complete, and verbal feedback 
was received. An extra class session was requested following The Story of God, during 
which a Messianic Passover Seder was celebrated, and the relationship to the Last Supper 
explained. 
 
Resources For Curriculum Development 
The development of the curriculum for the adult biblical overview class utilized 
several resources. The primary resource used was Sean Gladding’s The Story of God, the 
Story of Us. This book divided the story themes into twelve weeks, which was the format 
the course followed. In addition, the settings, narrative voices and scripts used in class 
were mainly developed from those presented in this book.  
Another helpful resource was Story Journey by Tom Boomershine. This resource 
describes the process of internalizing the story, which was used by the author when 
presenting from memory. Shaped by the Story by Michael Novelli was consulted. This 
resource provides information on developing stories, imaginative settings and includes 
sample discussion questions and activities to encourage the participant’s retelling and 
reflection. Hidden Worldviews by Wilkens and Sanford and “What’s Your Worldview?” 
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by Tracy Munsil were helpful resources for discussion and discernment of the 
worldviews of the participants in the class.  
 
Leadership And Target Population  
This author developed the class curriculum, evaluation, scripts and props and led 
all of the class sessions. This author coordinated with CPC staff to promote the class and 
arrange for the space and schedule. The Credo community leaders provided support for 
the class project and helped to lead discussions and communicate with class participants. 
The pilot audience included fourteen adults involved in the Credo Sunday 
morning community. They were between the ages of 40 and 75 and came from a range of 
church backgrounds and experience. The community had been meeting for over two 
years, with new members welcomed at any time. The biblical knowledge of the audience 
was varied. Some had limited knowledge of the biblical narrative while two of the 

















The Story of God is a twelve-week adult class that utilizes storytelling and story-
based teaching methods to tell the grand redemptive narrative of the Bible. A pilot class 
was offered at CPC in the Credo Sunday morning community. The pilot class included 
storytelling sessions focusing on the narrative of Scripture, participant reflection, and 
discussion and suggested homework including Scripture readings. The purpose of this 




Logistical preparations for the pilot class began in 2013 and the first eight months 
of 2014, with the class itself being conducted during the fall semester of 2014. I met with 
the leaders of adult education and the Sunday communities at CPC in 2013 to discuss the 
pilot program. The teaching schedule and rooms were coordinated with the staff at CPC 
and the leaders of the Sunday morning communities. Promotional materials were 
produced and distributed in the summer of 2014. Props and materials were secured in the 
late summer and during the class in the autumn of 2014.  Biblical monologues, 
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storyboards, handouts, materials and scripts were also prepared during this period. The 
class itself began on September 28, 2014, although I met with the students on September 
21, 2014, to introduce the class and its purpose. The course ran twelve consecutive 
Sunday mornings and ended on December 14, 2015. Each storytelling and reflection 
session was approximately 60 minutes long. A brief evaluation and feedback session was 
conducted on December 21, 2014. 
 
Leadership Development 
I was the primary leader, teacher and storyteller for this pilot project. The class 
itself was taught in an unusual manner, utilizing storytelling rather than lecture. To 
develop this skill, I attended the Festival of Biblical Storytelling in August 2012 in 
Asheville, NC. This conference was put on by the Network of Biblical Storytellers and 
provided training workshops on biblical storytelling and examples of adult classes 
utilizing storytelling. I was able to discuss this pilot project with the founder of the 
Network of Biblical Storytellers, Tom Boomershine, who is also the author of Story 
Journey. He provided a bibliography on storytelling as well as insight and advice.  
I took storytelling workshops and a course in the fall semester of 2012, titled 
Storytelling Basics through the Northstar Storytelling League, now known as Story Arts 
of Minnesota. In April 2013, I attended the Northlands Storytelling Conference in 
Wisconsin to further hone storytelling skills. In the spring of 2013, I gathered and trained 
a group of biblical storytellers at CPC. These storytellers were developed as a resource 
for the congregation and to utilize as future teachers of Story of God classes. 
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I also attended two events at Luther Seminary in St. Paul, MN in preparation for 
this pilot project. The first was a conference on biblical preaching in October of 2013 
titled Preaching the Story. In March of 2014 I took a course taught by the founders of the 
Narrative Lectionary titled Telling the Old, Old Story in a New, New Way. Both were 
devoted to creatively telling the overarching story of God within the congregation.  
 
Pilot Project Resources 
 
The resources for the pilot class included the props, materials, promotional 
materials and evaluation materials. Promotional materials were developed and included 
in CPC Life, the church magazine. Handouts produced for the class included maps, 
timelines, charts, a suggested Scripture reading schedule and psalms that were read in 
unison during the story session. Storyboards were developed for sessions when I told 
stories told from memory. Scripts were developed for sessions when class members 
participated as narrative voices. Index cards and pens were provided for the reflection 
portion of the class. 
For the Old Testament storytelling sessions, a group of large candles were placed 
in the center of a circle to create a campfire. Pine incense was occasionally burned. The 
song “On the Willows” from the musical Godspell was purchased and played on an I-pod 
player before some of the early sessions. Props also included costuming for Hannah, who 
told her story in first person. I had hoped to string white Christmas lights on the ceiling to 
represent stars, but the multiple uses of the space prohibited this. Many of these ideas for 
the setting were suggested in the book God’s Story, Our Story, by Sean Gladding. 
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Candles were also used for the New Testament stories, but they were placed 
around the room for the Grecian courtyard setting. On one of these weeks, the 
participants celebrated the Lord’s Supper with bread and grape juice in an earthenware 
chalice. Fewer candles were used for the setting of the final session, which was a secret 
meeting in Rome. An evaluation form was developed for the course and administered 
after the final session. 
The additional class session requested by the Credo community involved many 
resources. These included a PowerPoint projector and computer, tables set with the 
required foods for a Passover Seder, towels and bowls for washing hands, candles, and 
the like. I had previously developed the PowerPoint teaching and the Haggadah Booklets 
which led the participants through the Seder meal. The food and supplies were purchased 
and coordinated through the lay leadership of Credo. The electronic equipment was 
coordinated through the facilities and room scheduling staff at CPC.  
 
Support Personnel 
Support personnel were also needed for the pilot biblical overview class. The 
Credo Sunday community leadership team was particularly helpful. These four lay 
leaders helped communicate with the class members and provided needed support to me. 
Pamela Strommen was the main leader, along with Peter Strommen and Joy and Bill 
Fruen. These leaders kept track of attendance, welcomed newcomers, distributed 
handouts and set the stage each week in the darkened room with needed props and 
seating. Pamela communicated with the class regarding homework and led the discussion 
on worldview as well as the evaluation of the pilot. 
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Staff members at Christ Presbyterian Church were also critical to the success of 
this pilot project. The senior pastor, John Crosby, and the executive pastor, John Mitchell 
provided study time and financial support for my training in storytelling. The pastor of 
adult discipleship James Madsen was very supportive and provided time and space for 
the storytelling workshop, which trained participants as biblical storytellers in the spring 
of 2013. Dan Anderson, the pastor who coordinates the Sunday communities, worked 
directly with the Credo community leaders to promote the Story of God class and set the 
twelve-week teaching schedule. The extra room for storytelling was coordinated through 
Dan Anderson, as was the promotional materials and announcement for the class. The 
CPC communications team was instrumental in developing the course title and 
description, and the facilities team and room coordinator were gracious in providing 
support with room setups. 
 
Assessment Plan 
I developed an evaluation, which was administered to the class participants the 
week following the last storytelling class. (See Appendix B.) In addition to the 
evaluation, verbal feedback was requested from the class members. The results of the 
post-class evaluations prompted me to interview four participants for a more in-depth 
analysis of their experience and growth as an outcome of the class. (See Appendix C.) 
Reflection and discussion at the close of storytelling sessions provided feedback 
regarding the insight and learning on the part of class members.  
The post-class evaluations were anonymous, but each student reported the number 
of sessions they were able to attend. Unfortunately, no one person was able to attend all 
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twelve sessions, and some began attending later in the fall. I was interested in finding out 
how attendance affected student evaluations. The majority of the questions in the 
evaluation were open-ended. Participants were asked to evaluate the strengths of the class 
and provide feedback on how the course could be improved. The students were then 
asked to articulate what the biblical narrative told them about God, their identity, origin 
and their purpose in life. Class members were asked to summarize what they learned and 
how they have changed as a result of the course. The next question articulated that the 
goal of the class was to root Christian identity in the story of God and asked the students 
to indicate how well the class achieved this goal based on a range of five options ranging 
from ‘not at all’ to ‘definitely.” Finally, the evaluation challenged the students to order 
twelve events in the biblical story in proper order.  
Three in-depth interviews were conducted with members of the Credo 
community. Each of these members attended eleven of the storytelling sessions. The 
interview questions went into more depth by asking seven questions to help determine the 
participant’s worldview. Additional questions included an assessment of their knowledge 
about the biblical story before the class and how that changed, their understanding of the 
dominant cultural story in which they live and why they feel the biblical story is 
important in regard their identity and purpose.  
 
Tabulation and Analysis of Evaluations  
The evaluations were collected, and the answers and comments were tabulated 
and analyzed. Written comments were compiled for each open-ended question. An 
average score was ascertained for those questions with numeric values. The strengths and 
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weaknesses of the project were established, giving insight into how the class might be 
strengthened. The level to which students articulated a biblical worldview was 
determined through a question about their view of God, their identity, origin and purpose. 
The numerical data relating to how well the class achieved the goal of rooting Christian 
identity in the story of God was analyzed as well as student ability to order the biblical 
events. This was also examined in relationship to class attendance. The student’s cryptic 
written answers to the evaluation questions prompted this author to conduct more in-
depth interviews with three participants. The results of the interview were also compiled 
and analyzed regarding the effectiveness of the program. 
 
Report on Results 
 
The Story of God pilot class began on September 28, 2014, and ran for twelve 
weeks, concluding on December 14. There were fourteen regular participants and over 
eight visitors during this period. Three additional sessions included a pre-class 
orientation, a post-class evaluation and a requested add-on class involving a Messianic 
Passover Seder. The Seder was not included in the evaluation. The results of the class 
evaluations and in-depth interviews highlight the strengths and weakness of the 
program’s execution and effectiveness in shaping Christian identity. 
 
Program Structure  
 
The Story of God class was integrated into the overall structure of CPC well. It 
was conducted within an existing Sunday community that met weekly from 10:45 am – 
12:00 pm. The first twenty-five minutes of each session was devoted to refreshments, 
conversation, announcements, devotions, and prayer requests. The community concluded 
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this portion of their time in prayer. The Credo leaders led this portion of the gathering 
time. Upon occasion, the community time was extended to include discussion related to 
the sermon. One week, discussion focused upon seven questions related to understanding 
one’s worldview. These are the same seven questions that were asked in the in-depth 
post-class interviews. This author utilized community time to review the sequence of 
God’s story and provide maps and handouts before participants entered the storytelling 
room. 
The Story of God class integrated well with the goals of the Sunday Communities 
at CPC. The Sunday Communities are designed to provide a smaller “home” community 
within the large mega-church context. Consequently, the first twenty-five minutes focus 
on relationship building and prayer. The teaching portions of the Sunday Community 
sessions are structured to deepen the participants understanding and practice of the 
Christian faith. Usually, the teaching involves equal parts of lecture and discussion. The 
Story of God required the participants to move physically to another room following the 
relational portion of the class. Creative storytelling replaced lecture, and class members 
were invited to tell the story through scripted narrative voices. The pilot was structured to 
provide time for reflection and discussion following the story. Unfortunately, 
approximately one-half of the classes ran short on time, leaving the reflection and 
discussion time rushed or cut from the session. This lack of time for reflection and 
discussion was reflected in the evaluation results. 
The length of the class fit well with the Sunday Community schedule. Teachers 
are scheduled to rotate into the Sunday Communities for six-week sessions. This pilot 
class fit comfortably into two of those six-week slots. The Sunday Community kick-off in 
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September and the Sunday before Christmas break were devoted to fellowship brunches. 
I utilized a portion of these non-teaching Sundays for pre-class orientation and post-class 
evaluation. Three people joined the Credo community during the twelve weeks of the 
class and visitors came and went. The visitors were either out-of-town friends or family 
of Credo members or CPC newcomers. I had reviewed the previous events of the story 
before the class moved into the storytelling room. This served to orient newcomers and 
remind the regular participants of the story timeline. 
The Story of God class format also worked well within the existing structure and 
leadership provided by the Credo community and CPC staff. Props were stored and 
retrieved by the Credo lay leaders each week. The community members provided 
refreshments. The Credo leaders kept attendance and regularly communicated with the 
participants. Staff support for promotion and room setups was already in place. As a 
result, the pilot course was easily integrated into CPC’s Sunday Communities.  
 
Class Evaluation 
Nine participants completed the post-class evaluation providing feedback 
regarding the effectiveness of the course. In general, the class members highly valued the 
overview of the biblical story and found the storytelling approach and group participation 
compelling. Six of the participants attended ten or eleven of the sessions. The remaining 
three attended eight, seven and three sessions. The strengths that were repeated in 45 
percent of the evaluations included group participation and presentation of the material 
through storytelling. A few comments regarding these strengths include: “visualization of 
the Bible stories through interactive narrative rather than just reading Scripture,” 
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“Engaging people in the story,” and “She was able to make you feel in the day and make 
it real.” 
Another strength cited by 36 percent was the overview of the biblical narrative 
provided by the class. Some comments regarding this strength include: “Painted a picture 
to visualize the story of God from Creation to Revelation,” “Good overview of the 
history of the Bible,” and “Broad history of the story of God and how we are part of it.” 
Other strengths included the discussion, the weekly reviews and the ability of this author 
to present the material in a dynamic manner. 
Not many of the evaluators commented on the weaknesses of the course. Two of 
the responses were positive including, “Great the way it was,” and “I enjoyed the format, 
structure. It was good for me.” Two evaluators mentioned they would have liked more 
time for discussion to help process the material, writing: “More time at the end for 
discussion, but in general, the class achieved its goal for me,” and “Asking questions at 
the end to help us process.”  
The next question asked the participants to state what the story of God tells them 
about their identity, about God and their origin and purpose. These questions were 
designed to reveal the biblical worldview. Regarding their identity, 44 percent self-
identified as a “child of God.” Two wrote that they were “part of God’s story,” one cited 
“created in God’s image,” and a third identified as a “sinner, but loved.”  
The answers to the question of God’s identity tended to involve lists of adjectives. 
Seventy-seven percent cited that God is the “Creator”, and 44 percent added “Redeemer 
or Savior.” Thirty-three percent wrote that God is “powerful/almighty.” The same 
percentage indicated God is “loving/caring.” Twenty-two percent wrote that God is the 
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“Sustainer/Provider.” One person wrote, “Father,” another mentioned the God is a 
“promise-keeper” and one participant wrote that God is “totally involved in us.”  
The last question probing worldview was related to the participant’s 
understanding of their origin and purpose. These comments were more diverse, but all 
reflected a biblical worldview and mission and identity defined in relationship to God. 
Two participants responded that their purpose is to love God. Their comments differed 
slightly in that one included loving self and others, and the second mentioned following 
Jesus. A third participation mentioned their purpose is “to be in relationship with God.” 
The remaining comments about purpose included being “created to be in harmony with 
creation and God,” “to be the person God intends me to be for his purpose,” and “to 
spread the Word of God to others learned in the stories.” Comments relating to origin 
included being “created very good,” “a gift from God,” and “a valued possession of the 
King of kings.”  
The evaluations asked what the participants learned and how they have changed 
as a result of the class. Forty-four percent mentioned learning more about the biblical 
history. Thirty-three percent mentioned changes regarding their faith including, “Desire 
to keep active in reading and studying the Bible,” and “Deepened my faith.” Thirty-three 
percent also mentioned the power of storytelling to draw them into the story and the 
‘human element’ of biblical history.  
The results show that all but the one member who attended only three sessions 
were able to place the biblical events in order. (One person did not complete the question, 
which was optional.) The member who joined the class on week nine and was able to put 
six of the events in chronological order including creation, the fall, then jumping to the 
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New Testament. This person placed Pentecost and the Church before Jesus’ Death and 
Resurrection. This newer member of the class was unable to put the events of the Old 
Testament in order following the Fall. This highlights the lack of knowledge on the part 
of the class member regarding the sweep of biblical history. In hindsight, it would have 
been helpful to test the class members before the class to access the average growth in 
understanding regarding the biblical narrative. One visitor to the class commented that 
she had gone to church her entire life and attended a Christian college and still did not 
have a sense of the flow of events in the Old Testament. She commented how the maps 
and review of the story of God helped her to place disjointed stories together. 
 
Interview Results 
Interviews were conducted with three participants who attended eleven of the 
storytelling classes. Two had attended church all their lives. One interviewee was largely 
unchurched until 1983 when he committed his life to Christ. When he was invited into 
leadership roles in his church, he felt so inadequate and ignorant that he attended 
seminary. As a result, all three of the participants interviewed had a strong personal faith 
and were familiar with the Bible. This is not the profile of most CPC members, 59 
percent of whom are seekers or new believers.1 Regardless, the two participants who 
attended church all their life said that before taking the course, they were unable to 
chronologically order the biblical events. Events in Genesis and Exodus were known, but 
following the wilderness wanderings, the storyline was unclear until Jesus arrived on the 
scene. 
                                                
1 Reveal, Reveal Spiritual Life Survey Results: Christ Presbyterian Church, 13. 
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The interviewees were asked to describe the dominant cultural story that shapes 
people today. One participant spoke of individualism and moral relativism. She 
commented that people live according to “what works for me and what is right for me, 
but then they look to the culture for affirmation.” Another mentioned the cultural myth of 
the self-made person who has no need of God. The third felt the Age of Enlightenment 
keeps people from believing anything that is not hard fact and scientifically verifiable. 
 When asked about the biblical narrative and how that informs their identity and 
purpose, all three articulated a clear sense of being created by God and part of a larger 
story. A few comments include: “It is important to have an understanding of where I 
came from and why I am here. Otherwise, I would be swimming in a sea of ignorance,” 
and “It makes it easier for me to make decisions based on who I am in relationship to 
God, instead of who the world says I am.” All three interviewees felt it was important to 
know the story of God, so they are grounded in a narrative that is larger than their self-
focused world. Two of the interviewees mentioned that the story is a witness to God’s 
character. One said that she knows she can always return to God because of the 
faithfulness and patience God showed to the Israelites. Another mentioned that because 
of hearing the history, she identifies with a bigger group – the people of God - rather than 
just having an individual personal identity. 
The worldview questions were adapted slightly from those in the article, What’s 
Your Worldview? by Tracy F. Munsil.2 The questions included: “Is there a god and what 
is this god like?” “What is the nature and origin of the universe?” “What is the nature and 
                                                
2 Tracy F. Munsil, "What's Your Worldview?" http://www.focusonthefamily.com/faith/christian-
worldview/whats-a-christian-worldview/whats-your-worldview# (accessed July 26, 2015).  
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origin of humankind?” “What happens to people after death?” “Where does knowledge 
come from?” “What is the meaning of human history?” and “What is the basis of ethics 
and morality?”3 The interviewees were not sure how to answer all these questions. 
However, they were firm in understanding God as the creator of all things, that human 
beings are uniquely created in the image of the Triune God and that the living God is 
personal and knowable and works in and through human history. There was more variety 
in the answers regarding what happens to people after death, where knowledge comes 
from and the basis of ethics and morality. Interestingly, these three questions were not 
addressed in the stories shared in the class. However, the nature of God, the nature and 
origin of humanity, God’s involvement in human history and the vision of the future were 
all part of the stories told.  
The interviewees did not report a fundamental change regarding their view of the 
world as a result of The Story of God class. One mentioned an increased awareness of her 
biblical worldview and other worldviews operating in the culture surrounding her. 
Another reported that she was able to appreciate the universality of God by sitting around 
the fire in Babylon. She saw how God worked in cultural contexts and people groups and 
places outside the United States.  
The interviewees enjoyed the class and cited the storytelling and settings as being 
very effective. The organization of the class and the reviews of the storyline each week 
were also strengths. All three interviewees felt setting aside more time to reflect and 
discuss the stories would have strengthened the class. One commented that a follow-on 
                                                
3 Tracy F. Munsil, "What's Your Worldview?" http://www.focusonthefamily.com/faith/christian-
worldview/whats-a-christian-worldview/whats-your-worldview# (accessed July 26, 2015). 
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class delving into the key themes would be helpful. In general, those interviewed felt the 
class was enjoyable and effective in deepening their understanding of God’s character, 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
This ministry focus paper concentrates on the importance of the biblical narrative 
in shaping Christian identity. The purpose of the pilot project was to help adults at Christ 
Presbyterian Church root their identity in the overarching story of God rather than the 
secular cultural stories in which they live.  
To develop an appropriate pilot ministry project, the context of the surrounding 
community and the ministry context at CPC was examined. CPC is a ‘seeker-friendly’ 
mega-church located in Edina, Minnesota, a wealthy suburb of Minneapolis. A 2008 
Reveal study report found that 59 percent of members at CPC self-identified as seekers 
“exploring Christianity” or new believers “growing in Christ.” These members had been 
attending longer than those in the church sample, yet many indicated they were stalled in 
their faith and identified competing priorities and busy lifestyles as obstacles to their 
growth.1 The congregation was surveyed again later in 2008, and the report stated that 
CPC members approached worship and programs with a consumer mindset and 
entitlement perspective.2 Professionally produced worship services and topical sermon 
series draw members looking for messages relevant to their needs. Scripture is inserted 
into messages, but the larger story of God and the worldview it invites hearers to enter 
has been rarely presented in the past fifteen years.  
The biblical and theological foundations that support the project were explored in 
the next section, including a literature review of sources most relevant to the ministry 
challenge. The Reformed tradition upholds the importance of Scripture. Many PC(USA) 
                                                
1 Reveal, Reveal Spiritual Life Survey Results: Christ Presbyterian Church, 33. 
 
2 Ford, Transforming Church Assessment, 8. 
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churches utilize the Revised Common Lectionary, which does not present the biblical 
narrative as a cohesive whole. The contemporary evangelical seeker church model, which 
has influenced preaching at CPC, was also examined. The importance of communally 
engaging with God’s story as a means of shaping individual and communal identity as 
evidenced in Judaism was explored. This section concluded that Christian identity is 
encouraged and strengthened by systematic engagement with the overall biblical 
narrative. 
Literature from diverse disciplines was examined to explore to the power of story 
in shaping human identity. The Reformed tradition and the evangelical seeker-sensitive 
movement in the United States have influenced the theological context of CPC. These 
were examined with regard to their emphasis upon the development Christian identity. 
Although the Reformed tradition clearly articulates a biblical worldview, secular cultural 
stories influence and shape the worldviews of many at contemporary seeker-sensitive 
churches. The theological foundation for the proposed ministry project was then 
developed, underscoring the importance of the biblical narrative in shaping a Christian 
identity and worldview. 
The goal of the pilot project was to develop and teach a creative adult ministry 
course that encouraged students to find their place in the redemptive story of God, 
rooting their identity and purpose in a worldview informed by the biblical narrative. To 
achieve this, a class presenting an overview of the biblical narrative was developed 
utilizing creative story-based teaching methods. The twelve-week pilot course, The Story 
of God, was conducted with the members of the Credo Sunday community at CPC. The 
class presented the overarching story of the Bible through twelve key biblical themes 
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including Creation, Fall, Covenant, Exodus, Sinai/Law, Conquest, Kings, Exile, Christ, 
Cross, Church and Eternity. The content was communicated through creative storytelling 
involving the group participation followed by discussion and reflection on the meaning of 
the narrative in their lives. Many of the narrative voices, settings and scripts used in the 
course were based upon those found in The Story of God, The Story of Us, by Sean 
Gladding.3 Regular review, reflection and discussion were integrated into the course and 
handouts, maps, homework and a first person drama were included to enhance learning.  
Post-class evaluation showed that regular participants were able to articulate an 
identity and purpose consistent with a biblical worldview. Familiarity with the biblical 
narrative was demonstrated through the ability of regular participants to order biblical 
events sequentially. Participants also reported that interactive storytelling was an 
effective means to engage them in the story and that they grew in their faith and 
knowledge of God.  
 
Future Plans for Story of God 
 The Story of God has enjoyed initial success with a small group of adults at CPC, 
but could be easily utilized within other ministry contexts, including retreat settings and 
other congregations. I plan to revise the class format to integrate a retelling of the story 
each week and allow for more reflection and discussion time. This will aid students in 
internalizing the story and reflecting more fully how their lives relate to the story of God. 
I also plan to add a symbolic motion and symbol to each of the story-themes to aid 
students in memorizing the chronological sequence of the events in the story.  
                                                
3 Gladding, The Story of God, the Story of Us. 
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The Story of God experience is most effective when a trained storyteller shares the 
stories in a creative manner. The settings, handouts, props and written scripts are easily 
reproducible and could be used in other classes and contexts. I have trained biblical 
storytellers at CPC, who could teach this course in other Sunday communities. I also plan 
to present the course at Trinity Presbyterian Church in Woodbury, Minnesota where I 
will be serving as the interim pastor. I have regular access to the pulpit at Trinity and plan 
to adapt the content of the course to sermon messages. The story themes will be preached 
upon in a systematic manner to present the biblical narrative to a broader audience that 
allowed in an adult course.  
 
Broader Ministry Implications of Story of God 
Everyone lives by some story. One’s identity and purpose is understood within a 
larger metanarrative or worldview. Dominant cultural stories constantly shape and inform 
the identities of those living who live and breathe in that cultural context, often without 
them knowing. The biblical metanarrative, once reinforced by the larger culture in the 
United States, is now rarely told. Today, competing secular messages fill televisions, 
computers, newspapers and radios, and inhabit conversations in the school, workplace, 
home and neighborhood. Christian identity involves a radical reorientation from secular 
cultural story to a new story that shapes all of life. That story is God’s story, of which 
humanity is part and God is the central character.  
This project has convinced me that the Church must expose the false cultural 
stories in which people live and invite them into the story of God that continues to 
unfold. Understanding the overarching biblical narrative and the place of humanity in that 
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story is critical to developing followers of Jesus Christ who are more than consumers of 
Christian goods and services. Also, the method in which the story is communicated is 
important. Storytelling engages that engages the imagination as well as dispensing 
information invites the hearer into the story itself. 
Those who root their identity in biblical narrative know who they are and to 
whom they belong. They know that they are more than consumers for whom appearance 
or the accumulation of degrees, experiences or material goods defines their value and 
meaning. Instead, they understand that they have been created in God’s image and are 
part of God’s chosen people, loved and cherished and recipients of the covenant 
promises. They are part of a larger story, working with God through the Spirit’s power to 
redeem the world. Their lives have been set free from bondage and have meaning, 
purpose and a future. They know God holds all things, including life in his hands and that 
the risen Christ conquered the grave, opening eternal life to all who trust in him. This is 
the story they live into.  
The Story of God is one means to effectively inviting people into the story. The 
story could also be reinforced and retold through other means including movies, sermons, 
studies and books. But it must be told, often and regularly, lest the people of God forget 





Appendix A: Story of God Class Schedule and Suggested Scripture1  
Sept.	  28	   1	   Creation	   Genesis	  1–2	  	  
Oct.	  5	   2	   Fall	   Genesis	  3–11	  	  
Oct.	  12	   3	   Covenant	   Genesis	  12–22	  	  
Oct.	  19	   4	   Exodus	   Exodus	  1–15	  	  
Oct.	  26	   5	   Sinai/Law	   Exodus	  16–24;	  32–34;	  40;	  	  
Numbers	  9–14;	  	  
Deuteronomy	  26–34	  	  
Nov.	  2	   6	   Conquest	   Joshua	  1-­‐8;	  22-­‐24;	  	  
Judges	  1-­‐8;	  19-­‐21	  
Nov.	  9	   7	   Kings	   1	  Samuel	  1–3;	  7–20;	  24–31;	  
	  2	  Samuel	  1–2;	  5–7;	  11–12;	  	  
1	  Kings	  1–3;	  6–11	  	  
Nov.	  16	   8	   Exile	   1	  Kings	  12–19;	  	  
2	  Kings	  2–5;	  17–25;	  	  
Isaiah	  1;	  5–7;	  38–43;	  51–53;	  64;	  	  
Jeremiah	  1–8;	  11;	  24–33;	  52;	  	  
Ezekiel	  4–11;	  34–37;	  	  
Daniel	  1–6;	  	  
Ezra	  1;	  3–6;	  9–10;	  	  
Nehemiah	  1–13;	  	  
Malachi	  1–4	  
Nov.	  23	   9	   Christ	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   Luke	  1:1–19:27	  	  
	  
Dec.	  7	   10	   Cross	  	   Luke	  19:28–24:53	  	  
Dec.	  14	   11	   Church	   Acts	  1–15;	  	  
1	  Peter	  2	  	  
Dec.	  21	   12	   Eternity	   Revelation	  1–5;	  12–13;	  19–22	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
  
                                                
1 Sean Gladding, The Story of God, the Story of Us: Getting Lost and Found in the Bible (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2010), 245.  
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Appendix B: Story of God Evaluation 
 
1. How	  many	  of	  the	  12	  classes	  were	  you	  able	  to	  attend?	  	  	  
 
2. What	  are	  the	  strengths	  of	  this	  course?	  
 
 
3. How	  can	  the	  course	  be	  improved?	  
 
 
4. Very	  briefly,	  what	  does	  the	  Story	  of	  God	  tell	  you	  about:	  
 
a. Who	  you	  are?	  
 
 
b. Who	  God	  is?	  
 
 
c. Your	  origin	  and	  purpose?	  
 
 
5. What	  have	  you	  learned?	  	  How	  have	  you	  changed?	  
 
 
6. The	  goal	  of	  this	  class	  is	  to	  root	  our	  Christian	  identity	  in	  the	  Story	  of	  God.	  	  How	  
well	  do	  you	  feel	  the	  class	  achieved	  this	  goal?	  (Circle	  one)	  
 
Not at all Somewhat Moderately  Very Well  Definitely 
 
 
7. Challenge!!!	  	  Number	  these	  twelve	  events	  in	  their	  proper	  order:	  
 
⎯ Exodus	  from	  Slavery	  
⎯ Fall	  	  
⎯ Pentecost	  &	  Church	  	  
⎯ Divided	  Kingdom	  &	  Exile	  
⎯ Jesus’	  Death	  and	  Resurrection	  
⎯ Creation	  
⎯ 	  
⎯ Consummation	  (Revelation)	  
⎯ Jesus’	  Birth	  &	  Life	  
⎯ United	  Kingdom	  &	  Kings	  	  	  
⎯ Conquest	  of	  Promised	  Land	  	  
⎯ Mt.	  Sinai	  &	  Wilderness	  Wanderings	  




Appendix C: Story of God Interview Questions 
 
1) How	  long	  have	  you	  been	  involved	  at	  CPC?	  	  	  
 
 
2) How	  involved	  have	  you	  been	  in	  the	  church	  throughout	  your	  life?	  
 
 
3) How	  many	  classes	  did	  you	  attend?	  
 
4) Before	  taking	  this	  class,	  were	  you	  able	  to	  trace	  the	  overall	  storyline	  of	  the	  Bible	  
from	  Genesis	  to	  Revelation	  by	  chronologically	  ordering	  these	  twelve	  events?	  
 




iii) Covenant	  with	  Abraham	  
iv) Slavery	  and	  Exodus	  
v) Sinai	  and	  Law	  
vi) Conquest	  and	  Judges	  
vii) Samuel	  and	  Kings	  	  
viii) Divided	  Kingdom	  and	  Exile	  
ix) Birth	  and	  Life	  of	  Jesus	  
x) Death	  and	  Resurrection	  of	  Jesus	  
xi) Pentecost	  and	  Church	  
xii) Return	  of	  Jesus	  and	  New	  Earth	  
 
 
5) Describe	  the	  dominant	  cultural	  story	  that	  most	  people	  seem	  to	  live	  by	  today.	  
This	  is	  the	  story	  that	  informs	  people	  about	  their	  purpose	  and	  the	  meaning	  of	  life	  
and	  helps	  shape	  their	  values,	  goals	  and	  priorities.	  (Some	  examples:	  
consumerism,	  individualism,	  humanism	  and	  scientific	  naturalism.)	  	  
	  
	  




7) Why	  do	  you	  think	  it	  is	  important	  to	  know	  the	  story	  of	  God?	  
	  
	  





9) The	  following	  questions	  are	  asked	  to	  help	  discern	  a	  person’s	  worldview.	  Please	  
answer	  honestly	  –	  just	  a	  sentence	  or	  two	  for	  each	  question	  is	  fine.	  	  
 
a) Is	  there	  a	  god	  and	  what	  is	  this	  god	  like?	  
	  
	  
b) What	  is	  the	  nature	  and	  origin	  of	  the	  universe?	  
 
 
c) What	  is	  the	  nature	  and	  origin	  of	  humankind?	  
	  
	  
d) What	  happens	  to	  people	  after	  death?	  
	  
	  
e) Where	  does	  knowledge	  come	  from?	  
	  
	  
f) What	  is	  the	  meaning	  of	  human	  history?	  
	  
	  
g) What	  is	  the	  basis	  of	  ethics	  and	  morality?	  
 
 
10) 	  Did	  anything	  change	  for	  you	  in	  regard	  to	  your	  worldview	  as	  a	  result	  of	  learning	  
more	  about	  God’s	  story	  and	  your	  place	  in	  it?	  	  
	  
 
11) 	  What	  do	  you	  think	  was	  effective	  and	  helpful	  regarding	  The	  Story	  of	  God	  class?	  
	  
	  
12) 	  How	  do	  you	  think	  this	  class	  could	  have	  been	  strengthened	  to	  encourage	  
participants	  to	  root	  their	  identity	  in	  God’s	  story?	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